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CHAPTER I



REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The knowledge imposes a pattern, and falsifiesj

For the pattern is new in every moment
And every moment Is a new and shocking
Valuation of all we have been.

T.S. Eliot

from "East Coker"

The initial similarity that 1 remember seeing in the

Tao Te Ching and William Blake's works was their shared
perception of knowledge and its cost.

P'u—the uncarved

block—of Taoism and Blake's Higher Innocence both resist
categorization as the basis of knowledge because it

inherently fragments perception.

But since some distinction-

making is at first necessary in even the simplest act of

perceiving, 1 became interested in how language is used in
these two works to communicate their Unified, non-dichotomous

world view.''

^Northrup Frye lends support to this type of crosscultural study in his introduction to The Great Code (New
York ; Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1982): '' . . . one
naturally welcomes the increased interest in Buddhist and
Hindu and Taoist modes of thought in the west, but perhaps
these would be even more illuminating for us if we understood

Reviewing the criticism of the Tao Te Ching and The
Marriage of Heaven and Hell, I began to discover more
similarities in the works than common thematic elements.

Although I had always thought of these works as being

"mystical"—-an admittedly nebulous term--I learned that both
Blake and the Taoists presented dissenting opinions within

quite conservative, hierarchical societies.

Thus, language

was being used in terms that have been seen by critics as

both "spiritual" and subversive—^^an interesting divergence of
interpretation.'^

I then noticed that the form both works

used was that of the proverb, a device I had always thought

of as being, rather safe and "homespun."

This was an

intriguing mix of context, motive, and expression--and the

fact that the same complex had appeared in two such
culturally and chronologically disparate settings was even
more notable.

Thus; since I had first read and been affected

by the works in isolation from their rather parallel
contexts, I decided to go back to the works themselves, which
seemed to have common constructions and a type of shared

better what kind of counterparts they have in our own

tradition."

(p. xx)

^Again, Frye on the shared concerns of criticism and
other disciplines: V- • . the theory of language has
revolutionized so many approaches in psychology,

anthropology, and politicai theory, to say nothing of
literary criticism itself, that no one can any longer regard
the humanistic concern with language as separate or even

distinguishable from other concerns."

(p. xviii)

effect on a contemporary audience, and try to discover the
rhetorical strategy underlying both works that renders them

effective even in the absence of their historical setting.
In pursuing this study of the rhetorical strategy of
the proverb in the Tao Te Ching and the "Proverbs of Hell"

from The Marriage of Heaven and Hell, I first thought in
terms of an analysis that would employ Speech Act Therapy,

which would allow me to contextualize the works.

However,

that contextualization seemed more appropriate for a
sociological critique of the works than for a consideration

of the rhetorical effect of the proverb form.

Wolfgang

Iser's "theory of aesthetic response"^ provided a bridge
between Speech Act Theory and reader expectation which, in
combination with Barbara Herrnstein Smith's perception of

"poetic closure,"^ allowed me to begin to see the rhetorical
effect of the Taoist and Blakean proverbs in contrast to the
effect of conventional proverbs.

Being aware of the contexts

of both works had made me suspect that they functioned in
opposition to the conventional wisdom of their times.

Now,

the theories of Iser and Smith enabled me to see this

contrariness as the rhetorical underpinning of the specific

^Wolfgang Iser, The Act of Reading: A Theory of
Aesthetic Response (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University
Press, 1978), p. x

^Barbara Herrnstein Smith, Poetic Closure (Chicago:
The University of Chicago press, 1968), p. 2

use of the proverb form in each work.

Indeed, while the

traditional proverb existed in two parts which functioned so

as to create maximal closure, the Taoist author(s) and Blake
could be seen using the same two-part form in such a way so

as to consistently frustrate conventional expectation.^
The seed of my approach to the rhetoric of the
proverb in the Tao Te Ching and the "Proverbs of Hell" having

thus taken root, I turned to a review of the literature
concerning each work, which follows.

This task itself proved

to be rather complex, for the literature concerning the Tao
Te Ching is found—a bit scattered, and occasionally in need

of amplification due to the language of the original,
literary Chinese—in books of history and philosophy, while
Blake criticism is located—and in far greater abundance—in
more traditionally literary sources.
reflected

This difference is

in the review of these two bodies of literature.

A

review of the literature concerning the proverb form has been

included in the discussion of my application of the work of
Iser and Smith to the Taoist and Blakean proverbs as opposed
to the rhetoric of the traditional proverb.

The arousal of

conventional expectation and its negation is discussed as the

basis of the rhetorical strategy for both the "Proverbs of

^Douglas R. Hofstadter, in Godel, Escher, Bach (New
York: Random House, 1980) discusses a similar strategy in
the Zen koan, in an attempt to "break the mind of logic."
(p. 249)

Hell," each of which is examined, and the proverbs of the Tao
Te Ching, a representative number of which are discussed.

A

final note concerning the dual nature of both tests,

mysticism in conjunction with political dissension as
expressed in rhetoric that denies closure, concludes the
study.

The Critics and the Tao Te Ching

In contrast to the abundance of critical

work

available on William Blake, criticism on the Tao Te Ching-
not to mention the rhetorical strategy of its proverbs—is

scarce indeed.

This seems rather odd, for the Tao Te Ching

is the most translated book in Chinese and, in terms of
"religious" works, second in translation only to the Bible

throughout the world.^ However, some sense of the critical
approaches to the Tao Te Ching may be gleaned from
introductions to translations of the work and its placement

in histories of Chinese literature and philosophy.

The range

of reactions to and ways of incorporating the text in

histories and the bases of interpretations in different
translations of the work reveal a variety of critical
assumptions and preoccupations.

A purely Formalistic analysis of the Tao Te Ching is

^R.B. Blackney, in "Introduction" to The Way of Life
by Lao Tzu, trans, by R.B. Blackney (New York: Mentor, 1955),
p. 49

naturally difficult to find in books Of Chinese philosophy

and history, for the very nature of these disciplines implies
a tendency to view the work within some variety of
metaphysical or "sociological" (in Wilbur Scott's sense of

this vague term)"^ framework. However, while dlachronic
considerations may appear to be a necessity in dealing with
literature as culturally and chronologically removed from us

as the Tao Te Ching, a FormaliStic approach to the work, with
its emphasis Upon close textual reading, actually provides a
valuable starting point for considering interpretations of
the work.

Perhaps the closest to a Formalist approach to the

Tao Te Ching may be found in D.C. Lau's lengthy introduction

and appendices to the work,^ In dealing with the informal
structure of the work—five thousand words parcelled into
eighty chapters (indicated here by the use of Roman
numerals), consisting of both poetry and prose--Lau Views the
Tao Te Ching as being an anthology of.short passages, whose

connection with one another, in terms of form, is "tenuous."^
Thus, Lau turns from considering the structural aspects of
the work to what Elder Olson would call, the "... 'terms'

"^Wilbur Scott, Five Approaches to Literary Criticism
(New York: MacMillan, I9F2T, p. 123.

®D.C. Lau in "Introductioh" to Tao Te Ching by Lao
Tzu, trans, by D.C> Lau (New York: Penquin, 1963) > Pr 7.

^Lau, p. 14.

1D
from which a poem suspends."'

As the unifying principle of

the work, Lau chooses to discuss the term "Tao," literally
translated as "the way," and variously interpreted as the

essense of all things,

the origin of the universe,

principles of natural order,

primoridal intuition ^^

the

and the "highest attainment of

Lau focuses his discussion of how

Tao functions in the work by considering the negative terms
which are used to describe it.

These include "The Tao which

can be spoken is not the eternal Tao" (I); "The submissive

and weak will overcome the hard and strong" (XXXVI); "The
way that leads forward seems to lead backward" (XLI).

Lau

contends that, in contrast to Platonic terms, where the
specificity of Plato's forms makes them real, the negative

terms of Tao, e.g., namelessness, weakness, backwardness, do
not have the limiting function that positive, specific terms
would, and thus the universal nature of Tao is emphasized.
10

'^Olson, '"Sailing to Byzantium': Prolegomena to a
Poetics of the Lyric" in Scott, p. 215.

^^Yu-Lan Fung, A History of Chinese Philosophy (Vol. I)
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1953)~1 p. 128.

^^Yu-Lan Fung, The Spirit of Chinese Philosophy
(Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press Publishers, 1947), pT 72.

^^Joseph Needham, Science and Civilization in China
(Vol. II) (Cambridge: The University Press, 1956), p. 47.

^^Chang Chung-Yuan, Tao: A New Way of Thinking (Hong
Kong, 1975), p. xv.

''^Lau, p. 20

Lau sees no special significance in the fact that the Tao Te

Ching constantly oscillates between discussing Tao in the
relationship of the common man to the universe and in that of

the ruler to his state.

Rather, in emphasizing Tao as the

unifying concept of the work, Lau views the Tao Te Ching as
an attitude for the common man, without political
implication:
In his Leviathan, Hobbes sets out to devise a
political system that would offer security for
the common man, while in the Lao Tzu [another
name for the Tao Te Ching] there are only
precepts to help the common man to survive the
perilous situation in which he finds himself.'

This seems to be an untenable position in view of the fact
that thirty-four of the eighty-one passages specifically
mention the government or ruler of a country.

While Lau's interest in the way in which Tao is
expressed, and hence its universal applicability, illuminates
the work to some extent from a Formalist perspective, the
fact that one must immediately dismiss the possibility of
finding an underlying principle of form and rely instead
entirely upon content, because of the nature of the work,
limits the use of this approach.

Indeed, perhaps the effort

to maintain one unifying concept has been at the expense of a
significant part of the text.

As the supposed lack of

discernible form in the Tao Te Ching has led to this emphasis

^^Lau, p. 31

on content, it would be well to ascertain the implications of
the matter of the internal inconsistency of the Tao Te Ching.

Particularly in the work of another culture and period, it
appears not only justifiable but necessary that the work be

viewed within its original context.

Thus, the problem

becomes one not so much of determining whether or not

extratextual evidence should be admitted, but how to do so
judiciously.

One would hope that the discipline of the

Formalist method would enhance the critic's ability to, as

Barbara Kiefer Lewalskl wishes, " . . . honor the uniqueness
of the work while seeing it embedded in society and
culture.

The problems posed by the form of the Tao Te Ching

point to issues regarding Chinese as the language of the
original and regarding authorship.

In a way which Formalist

critics might appeciate, the nature of the Chinese language
seems eminently suited to this treatise on the order of the

universe.

By virtue of its being a completely uninflected

language, without case, number, gender, mood, and tense,
Chinese becomes at once concise and ambiguous; a rich

language for poetry, and perhaps, in the case of the Tao Te
Ching, underscoring the universality of its subject.

The

form in which that language is cast, dismissed by Lau as

^"^Barbara Kiefer Lewalski, "Historical Scholarship"
in Introduction to Scholarship in Modern Language and

Literatures ed. by Joseph Gibaldi (New York: MLA, 1981), p. 70.
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internally inconsistent, is best explained in terras of the
historical period in which the Tao Te Ching was written.

In

addition to the uninflected nature of Chinese, there was also
no punctuation eraployed in the early literary works.

In more

than half of the Tao Te Ching, breaks between thought-units

are indicated by rhyme, and the Warring States Period (480 to
222 B.C.) during which the work was written was noted for the
1 ft

use of rhyme to facilitate oral transmission of literature.

However, it is notable that in the Tao Te Ching, different
rhymes are at times used for the same character, and one character

may be used in gramatically different ways.^^ Further, the
fact that many passages recur in different contexts lends
credence to the theory that while the traditional author, Lao
Tzu, may have been the source of those ancient maxims which

are repeated, the contextualization and interpretation of those
PO

passages may be the work of other writers.

The critical

implication of this postulation of collective authorship points
once again to seeing the work as a product of its culture and
time period rather than that of one person's psyche: hence,
more accessible to archetypal, moral, and "sociological" criticism

^^Burton Watson, Early Chinese Literature (New York:
Columbia University Press'j T^2l p! 158.

^^H.G. Creel, Chinese Thought from Confucius to Mao
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1953T1

98.

^®Yu-Lan Fung, A History of Chinese Philosophy
(Vol. I), p. 119
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than to Forraalistic and psychologieal approaches.
Because of the Tao Te Chlng's discussion of the

individual's relationship to the universe and Tao, as the
beginning of all things, one might immediately suppose that

an archetypal approach to the work might be helpful.

Indeed,

passages such as

The spirit of the valley never dies.
This is called the mysterious female.
The gateway of the mysterious female
is called the root of heaven and earth.

Dimly visible, it seems as if it were there,
Yet use will never drain it. (VI)

at first glance lead one to suppose that some creation myth,

the universe being born of a "mysterious female," may be the
basis of this passage.

This generative theme is further

reflected in the passage

The myriad creatures carry on their backs the yin
and embrace in their arms the yangj and are the
blending of the generative forces of the two. (XLII)
Howeverj the mythical significance of these passages seems

limited by the very abstractness of the images.

The

'

"mysterious female" is only "dimly Visible"; yin and yang,
beyond denoting male and female, are the cognates of Chinese
thought concerning nature, and their interaction is at the

basis of all change in the universe., Further, as Lau points
' 'P 1

out from a Formalist perspective,'^

■

the fact that this is the

only passage where yin and yang occur in the Tao Te Ching,

^^Lau, p. 44.

12

and subsequent references to "female" are more to a sense of
"femaleness" (the yielding attitude of Tao), it does not seem
justifiable to create an entire interpretation of the work
from an archetypal perspective.

The Tao Te Ching was written at a time when moral
standards were the raison d'etre of literary endeavors.

Confucious, who predated the Tao Te Ching by one hundred and
PP

fifty years, viewed literature as a vehicle of education.
Seeing literature as a didactic rather than an aesthetic

structure, Confucius was concerned with the effect of
literature upon the reader's ethical behavior.

While

Confucius had used the term "Tao" as a philosophical concept
for the basis of right moral, social, and political action,
Tao in the Tao Te Ching, as seen in the discussion of the
Formalist perspective, is the source of all being, seen as
simple, formless, desireless.

From this difference in the

usage of the word Tao in these two traditions, one may begin
to sense the moral tone of the Tao Te Ching.

Rather than

emphasizing "right action" by becoming ethical in relation to
an established code, the Tao Te Ching recommends bringing

oneself into harmony with Tao, whose highest good, or value.

^^Adele Austin Rickett, "Confucius and Ancient
Chinese Literary Criticism" in Chinese Approaches to
Literature, ed. by Adele Austin Rickett (Princeton:

Princeton University Press, 1978), p. 9.

^^Creel, p. 101.
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. . . is like water.

Because water excels in

benefiting the myriad creatures without
contending with them, and settles where none

would like to be, it comes close to the Tao.

(VIII)

This concept was in direct conflict with the Confucian
concept of achieving the highest sphere of both moral

character and hierarchical society by the accumulation of
righteousness.

One response to the values of the Tao Te Ching is to

see them as being relativistic

as they are based upon an

individual's encounter with nature, rather than upon a

formulated creed.

Taking the concept of relativism one step

further, historian Dun J. Li chooses to see the Tao Te Ching

as a negation of all values.

Li interprets the political

and social values, i.e., those seen within passages dealing
with government and society, as being impractical.

Thus, Tao

becomes a recognition of the inevitablity of all things, and

resignation is intended as a source of strength.

Therefore,

the Tao, by negating all values, enables one to "evade

ultimate sadness"^'^ and this, rather than the "impractical"
values proposed by the work, becomes, in Li's view, its

^^Yu-Lan Fung, The Spirit of Chinese Philosophy,
1947, p. 80.
25 Creel,

p. 114.

^^Dun J. Li, The Ageless Chinese: A History, (New
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1965), p. 87

^"^Li, p. 89.
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underlying theme.

Another, fairly typical, response to the values of
the Tao Te Ching is represented by R.B. Blackney's
introduction to his translation of the work, which he has

subtitled "Chinese Mysticism."

In considering the

differences between the values of Confucius and those of the

Tao Te Ching, Blackney states:

The purely moral proposal is most probable where
people press together and life requires general
agreement on its conduct. The mystic view
becomes probable.where individuals confront the
universe

alone.

Here it may be seen that Blackney maintains "Tao" as a term
constant in meaning for both Confucius and the Tao Te Ching
by seeing the primary differences in their values as being a
function of the nature of one's experiences—communal as

opposed to individual--rather than a basic difference in the
kind of values each holds.

Indeed, in ways of thought

outside of Confucianism, Blackney sees not a rejection of
Confucian values, but those same values, taken one step

further, to " . . . deeper excitements of the spirit.
Blackney's interest in seeing consistency in the two views
leads him, however, into direct conflict with the text.
translating the word "Te" in the title as "virtue," in

^®Blackney, p. 17.
^^Blackney, p. 20.

In
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contrast to the other possibility of "the nature of a thing,"
Blackney states that the " . . . predominant overtone of the

word is moral."30

However, in attempting to forge this link

with Confucian morality, Blackney has placed himself at odds
with the view of virtue which is presented in the Tao Te

Ching; "When Tao is lost, there is virtue" (XXXVII).
Another problem arising from the refusal to see the
difference between the Tao of Confucius and that of the Tao

Te Ching comes in the interpretation of the important concept
of wu wei, literally, "without action": "Tao abides in non-

action, / Yet nothing is left undone" (XXXVII). For Lau,
whose Formalist approach emphasized the unifying principle of
the term Tao, meaning natural order, this passage is

interpreted as meaning that the Tao does not act against the
natural order, and, in that way, nothing is left undone, for
all has been accomplished in harmony with the universe.

contrast, Blackney's predilection fpr finding continuity
between the two traditions causes him to interpret the

passage at a purely mystical level;

Simply by sitting still and concentrating on
anything, they [mystics] learned the art of
'sitting abstraction.' . . . In even so mild a
trance as this, they were quiet, effortless,
alone. . . .

This must have been the origin of

wu wei, deliberate inactivity, quietism. . .

3'^Blackney, p. 39.

3^Blackney, p. 35.

In
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While I do not wish to deny the value of mystical experience,
or the possibility of discovering aspects of that experience

in some parts of the Tao Te Ching, I am concerned that such
an approach to the work in its entirety, while possibly
appealing to the Western sense of the Oriental mystique, may

not be supportable by either the internal evidence of the

work, nor by knowledge of the historical period in which it
was

written.

A precedent for setting the Tao Te Ching in its

historical context in order to understand its political
implications occurred early on, in the writings of Han Fei-

Tzu, First Century B.C., who in fact interpreted the Tao Te

Ching in a purely political way.^^

A contemporary example of

the political approach may be found in Antony Tartlow's work,

"Peasant Dialectic

Here, for instance, Tartlow

interprets the above-quoted passage on "Highest good is like
water" as a peasant dialectic, where the writer has " . . .
fused observation of natural phenomenon with the social hopes
of a class of survivors

While it may be true that

portions of the Tao Te Ching do deal with precepts for

32pgj^_j2;u Han, Basic Writings, trans, by Burton
Watson (New York; Columbia University Press, 1961).

^^Antony Tartlow, "Peasant Dialectic" in China and
the West: Comparative Literature Studies, ed. by William Tay
(Hong Kong: Chinese University press, 1980), p. 277.

^^Tartlow, p. 277.
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survival of the common man, as emphasized by Lau, it should
be remembered that the passage chosen here is stating a

quality of Tao, which maintains its unifying force by virtue
of its nonspecificity.

Indeed, the work itself states: "The

Tao of heaven is impartial. / It stays with good men all the
time" (LXXXIX).

Thus, equating the work with one class

seems hardly supportable.

An interesting alternative to these approaches is

Joseph Needham's chapter "The Tao Chia [Taoists] and Taoism"
in his second volume of Science and Civilization in China.

Perhaps it is Needham's interest in the Tao Te Ching for what
it may add to his search for the roots of Chinese natural

science that grants his work a unique perspective of the
text.

This may be because the task he has set for himself is

so different from most uses of poetic literature that he is
cognizant of the need for both a close textual reading and a
thorough knowledge of the milieu of the work.
Needham bases his discussion, to a great extent, upon
the differences between Confucianist and Taoist (those who

followed the writings of the Tao Te Ching) thought.

Needham

sees those differences, as exemplified earlier in the
contrast of the Tao of society and the Tao of nature, as

having implications scientifically in encouraging the study
of natural phenomenon and philosophically as radically
shifting human values.

Whereas Confucianists insisted upon

18

stability and permanenee,^^ and created a hierarchical
society that reflected those values, Taoists saw change as
the natural order of things: "'Returning' is the

characteristic movement of the Tao" (XL).

By interpreting

this passage in terms of its contrast to Confucian values and

its basis in the observation of the cycle of nature, Needham
avoids the moralist tendency to view the Tao Te Ching as

anti-rational mysticism that therefore cannot have any
inherent political or social meaning.

The strength of

Needham's perspective, couched within a scientific interest
and understanding of the Confucian-Taoist philosophical
conflict, may be seen in his interpretation of a passage that

has been a difficulty for many interpreters of the Tao Te
Ching:

Banish 'wisdom'; discard 'knowledge,'
And the people will be benefited a hundredfold
Banish 'benevolence'; discard 'morality,'
And the people will be dutiful and compassionate.
(IXX)

The problem here for a moralist critic is quite evident, and
the retreat, once again, to a mystical interpretation on
grounds of the paradoxical nature of the text is tempting*
In dealing with this passage, Blackney;, in his interest in

maintaining the basically moralist perspective of his
interpretation, attempts here to make a case for an

^^ueedham, p. 85•
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alternative translation.

By exchanging 'wisdom' and

'knowledge' for 'wise men' and 'professors,' Blackney

postulates that there were such people who "Obviously [lived]
in the latter part of the Chou era . . . [and] . . . bred
confusion. . . .

it would be better to do away with them all

and rely on the goodness and wisdom of the people
themselves.

Lau, in keeping with his Formalist technique

of unifying the work in terms of a metaphysical Tao,

interprets the passage in terms of returning the people to
"innocent ignorance

While Blackney's commentary is an

unfortunate mishandling of the text without historical
evidence apart from the intimidating "Obviously" of his note,
not to mention the problems with internal consistency and the
moralist approach cited earlier, Lau's interpretation is

somewhat more feasible, but, once again, fails at the level
of internal evidence with regard to the way 'knowledge' is

presented throughout the Tao Te Ching.

In contrast, Needham,

by contextualizing the passage within the Confucianist-Taoist

conflict, is able to interpret the passage in a way that is
supported both by a knowledge of the history of the time and

by other passages in the text.

Whereas Confucianist

knowledge was that which was based upon categories and

^^Blackney, p. 71.
37Lau, p. 35.
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distinctions, again evident in the structure of the society,
the Taoists sought to come into harmony with the Tao.

Thus,

to Needham, 'knowledge' in this passage is the conventional
wisdom of that society, the accepted form of knowledge,

whereas Taoist knowledge, far from being "innocent ignorance"
is knowledge of the Tao of nature, in contrast to that of
society.

Needham's interpretation of Taoist knowledge is both

supported by the text and seminal to his understanding of the
role of political thought in the Tao Te Ching ♦

The concept

of the Tao as embracing a different kind of knowledge, but
knowledge nonetheless, is supported, for example, in this

passage: "Understanding and being open to all things, / Can
you do nothing?" (X).

This concept of knowing, yet choosing

to perceive what is known in a revolutionary way which is
born of choice rather than simple ignorance, is also

emphasized in the way in which "femaleness" is presented:
"Know the male / But keep to the role of the female" (XXVII).

Once gain, this concept contradicts the Confucianist socialethical thought structure which emphasized a dominating,

managing role.

But this is no contradiction born of

ignorance, for assuming the Taoist perspective arises from an
understanding of the dominant force of society, it is a

BSfjeedham, p. 33'
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decision to approach life in a different manner.

Within this

context, the political parts of the Tao Te Ching may be seen
as something more than yet another manifestation of the Tao:
they are the political beliefs of a group responding to the

basic values of a dominant society.

Hopes for the political

efficacy of Taoism may be seen in passages such as:
The Tao never acts yet nothing is left undone.
Should lords and princes be able to hold fast to it,
The myriad creatures will be transformed of their own
accord,
I shall press it down with the weight of the nameless
P'u uncarved block.
The nameless uncarved block

is but freedom from desire.
And if I cease to desire and remain still.
The empire will be at peace of its own accord.
(XXXVII)

The goal here is not the laissez-faire state that some
commentators have proposed,

but a state based upon a new

principle: Tao, the harmony of nature.

A passage more

clearly in response to the set moral code of Confucian
society states:
Govern the state by being straightforward; wage war
by being crafty; but win the empire by not being
meddlesome.

How do I know that it is like that?
By means of this,
The more taboos there are in the empire
The poorer the people . . .
The better known the laws and edicts
The more thieves and robbers there are.

Hence the sage says,
I take no action and the people are rectified
of themselves;
I am not meddlesome and the people prosper
of themselves;
39 Creel, p. II3.
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I am free from desire and the people of themselves
become simple like the uncarved block. (LVII)

In response to the feudalism of the times,

the sage-as

ruler would act in harmony with the people rather than
exploit them, and as he would be in harmony with Tao, and
desireless, he would not be in a position of power: for all
society would be in harmony with the Tao, and thus,

egalitarian.

This was a revolutionary concept in the face of

the Confucian hierarchy based upon taboos, laws, and edicts.
Needham elaborates from this point to a postulation of a
cooperative society,

1

and, to be sure, the passage: "It is

the way of heaven to take from what has / in excess in order

to make good what is deficient" (LXXVII). lends feasibility
to that stance.

However, it is at this point that the

dialectical quality of the work,'^^ oscillating between the
relationship of the state to Tao, and the individual to Tao,
creates a tension in my mind, and my response to Needham's
Marxist perspective is Fabian at best: perhaps in harmony
with the submissive, yielding nature of Tao?
I am reticent to accept a completely Marxist approach
to the Tao Te Ching for the same reason that I cannot take

the entire work as being mystical, for each approach in the

^^Needham, p. 100.
^^Needham, p. 99.
lip

Yu-Lan Fung, History of Chinese Philosophy

(Vol. I), p. 185.
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extreme denies portions of the work best understood in terms

of the other.

It is interesting to note that Needham has

sought to incorporate mysticism into his approach by

identifying it with the Taoist shift from anthropocentric
values to the Tao of nature.

Needham focuses on a different

aspect of mysticism than that which will be seen to concern

Schorer in reading Blake: rather than emphasizing its final
validation of orthodox belief, Needham values mysticism for

what it has in common with empirical science: a high regard
for direct experience.

This valuing of individual

involvement strikes a responsive chord with the precepts of
the "Proverbs of Hell," e.g., "The road of excess leads to

the palace of wisdom" (PI. 7)•

Further, the similarity in

the critical patterns—the mystical/sociological split—of
the two works again prompts me to consider the rhetorical

strategies of both, in an effort to understand the genesis of
the split and the enduring interest it holds for its
audience.

The Critics and The Marriage of Heaven and Hell

From Swinburne's glowing "about the greatest [work]

produced by the Eighteenth Century"^^ to Gleckner's "loosely

^A. Swinburne, as quoted in William Blake: The
Critical Heritage, ed. by G.E. Bentley, Jr. (London:
Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1975) p. 19
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knit structure which can hardly be called art,

estimations

of the quality Of William Blake's The Marriage of Heaven and

Hell vary as widely as its interpretations.

Whether The

Marriage of Heaven and Hell be a "devil's hornbook"^^
(Paley) or "the last of the great eighteenth century

satires"^^ (Frye), there is no doubt that it, and
particularly its "Proverbs of Hell," serves as a quote-book
for many, including those with a cursory knowledge of Blake.

While Blake himself might object to categorizing the critical
approaches that have been used in writing about his work,

perhaps by looking through the eyes of various critics and
noting their predilections for various ways of seqing the

artist, we will be able to more fully apprehend some Of the
many facets of the work, even if not a single route to
"serpent-breeding" orthodoxy.
For those who know William Blake primarily by the

powerful print "The Ancient Of Days," in which God, with
flowing white hair and beard, kneelingj leans out of the

light-filled heaven, golden compass in out-stretched hand,

'^^Robert F. Gleckner, The Piper and the Bard
(Detroit; Wayne State University Press, 1959), p. 185.

^^MOrtonD. Paley, Energy and Imagination^ A Study
of the Development of Blake's Thought (Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 1970), p. 1•

^^Northrop Frye, "The Divine Image" form Blake: A
Collecion of Critical Essays, ed. by Northrop Frye (Englewood

Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1968), p. 99.
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their dominant impression may be that of a mystical seer.

To

be sure, Blake states that the engraving was inspired by the
vision he had of God hovering above his head on a

staircase

so that sense of mysticism is not without basis.

Indeed, the pioneer of twentieth century Blake criticism, S.
Foster Damon, has concluded that "The key to everything Blake
h O

ever wrote or painted lies in his mysticism."

Of The

Marriage of Heaven and Hell, Damon said, "It is little more
than a scrapbook of Blake's philosophy, made up of
metaphysical outlines, literary criticism, revolutionary

proverbs, and fantastic anecdotes" (Damon, p. 8), and its
only unifying force is the coherence of Blake's "sounding

revolutionary while the central theme of The Marriage of
Heaven and Hell actually comes down to the orthodox belief

that "faith should dominate reason" (Damon, p. 89)•

It is

significant that Damon should see fit to substitute "faith"
for "energy," Blake's contrary to reason, and that his same
tendency to see Blake as being ultimately conventional, since

that is the end of mysticism,

is revealed in Damon's

glosses on "The Proverbs of Hell."

Here, in what range from

"pithy maxims of common sense to gnomic epigrams and

^"^Bentley, P. 220
Foster Damon, William Blake; His Philosophy and

Symbols (Gloucester, Massachusetts: Peter Smith"^ 1958), p. 1.

^^This point is more thoroughly discussed in the
review of the critical writings of Schorer and Wilner, pp. 36-41
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paradoxes of the highest order" (Damon, p. 92), Damon sees
Blake not as subversive but as "appreciating the past"

(Damon, p. 319) in "Drive your cart and your plow over the
bones of the dead" (MHH, Plate 7) and as wishing to fully
recognize error, so that it may be cast off in "The road of

excess leads to the Palace of Wisdom" (MHH, Plate 7).
Though Damon's discussion of the meaning of the "Proverbs of
Hell" hinges on the finally orthodox consequences of
mysticism, he does allude to how they work rhetorically:
"Blake states so little of what he suggests that he

increases the reader's response by giving the mind a push

and leaving it moving"

(Damon, p. 88).

More recently,

Altizer argues for seeing a "dialectical mode of
understanding underlying Blake's prophetic vision, related

to radical mysticism

The target of Blake's vision, she

goes on to state, is "the sovereignty of reason" (Altizer,
p. 27), and Altizer defines "radical" as a "joint protest
against the Christian church and its doctrine of God"

(Altizer, p. 37).

While Altizer's conception of "radical

mysticism" is intriguing in contrast to Damon's mysticism
cum-conventionality, she has little to say as to how this

"radical mysticism" works rhetorically, specifically in the
"Proverbs

of

Hell."

^ J.J. Altizer, The New Apocalypse: The Radical
Christian Vision of William Blake (Lansing: Michigan State
University Press, 1967), p. 27.
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Where seeing The Marr1age of Heaven and Hell as the

product of mysticisra leads one to consider Blake's concept of
an individual's communion with God, finding archetypal

patterns in the work, as does Northrop Frye in Fearful
Symmetry and The Divine Image, makes one aware of Blake's

perception of the universe and the history of humankind.

Frye calls Blake a "poet of the Bible"^^ and feels that the
poet was moving toward writing a Christian epic poem, of

which The Marriage of Heaven and Hell was part of the last
phase.

Using sociological interpretation within a

sociological framework, Frye sees the theme of The Marriage
of Heaven and Hell as being the foreshadowing of the

apocalypse by the unrest produced by the French and American

Revolutions.53 Tirie concept of apocalypse is important to
Frye in its function as "the objeotive counterpart of the

resurrection of man" (Frye, p. 194), thus helping to explain
Blake's concept of the body, and the concept's creation of an

"expectation of crisis" (Frye, p. 195), which Frye sees as an

aspect of the power of imagination.

Frye wanted to study

Blake "as an illustration of the poetic process" (Frye, p. 1),
and, in doing so, highlights Blake's need to create his own

^Vrye, p. 99
^^Northrop Frye, Fearful Symmetry; A Study of
William Blake (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1947),
P- ■ ■194 . ■ ■
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system as being a universal part of that process.

Further,

in The Marriage of Heaven and Hell, Frye discovers Blake's
epic, his underlying myth, and states that "Blake's cosmology

is a revolutionary vision of the universe transformed by
creative imagination into human shape . . . Myth is the

language of concern—-cosmology in movement" (Frye, p. i).
The form of The Marriage of Heaven and Hell, Frye states, is

that of prose satire tradition (Frye, p. 201).

While

discussing in detail the mythic implications of terms and
concepts in The Marriage of Heaven and Hell, Frye does not
deal with the specific rhetorical strategy of the "Proverbs
of Hell," although he does describe the function of the

conventional and Biblical proverb in his latest work. The
Great Code (1982).
The terras and concepts of The Marriage of Heaven and
Hell, along with its structure, have also,been discussed by a

variety of critics in terras other than archetypal, ranging
from those who see in Blake the influence of earlier

writers

to those who attempt to approach Blake largely within the

framework of his own works.

Of this latter type, perhaps

T.S. Eliot is one of the most provocative in his concise but

thought-provoking essay, "William Blake."

Although Eliot's

essay may not be specifically revealing concerning The
Marriage of Heaven and Hell, his estimation of Blake points

to some of the underlying issues involved in criticism of the
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artist.

Eliot states that because of Blake's background-

that of an engraver who never attended formal school—the
artist encountered little that could distract him from or

corrupt his writing.

Thus, Blake could have the quality of

great poetry—"a peculiar honesty which the whole world
conspires against because it is unpleasant.

This lack of

external control, however, results in what Eliot calls "a
certain meanness of culture" (Eliot, p. 509) in Blake's
supernatural territories, illustrating "the crankiness, the
eccentricity which frequently affects writers outside of the
Latin tradition" (Eliot, p. 509).

Indeed, Eliot goes on to

claim that since Blake's philosophy was his own, the artist

may have attached too much importance to it, and thus such a
piece as The Marriage of Heaven and Hell, which Ellot calls
"naked philosophy" (Eliot, p. 508), may be the misbegotten
fruit of such enthusiasm.

Although one may wonder about how

much Of this essay was written vrithout irony, it is
significant that Blake's writing is still vigorous enough to
incite such reaction.

The tension between Blake's honesty

and any apparent "meanness of culture," between concepts of

verse and "naked philosophy," has caused Formalist critics to
look both at the works of his predecessors and within Blake's
own canon for clues to his meaning and power.

^T.S. Eliot, "William Blake" in Blake's Poetry and
Designs, ed. by Mary Lynn Johnson and John E. Grant (New York;
W.W. Norton and Co., 1979), p. 506.
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The influence of Immanual Swedenborg upon Blake, and

particularly upon The Marriage of Heaven and Hell, is
accepted by many critics, but to different extents.

E.D.

Hirsch, in Innocence and Experience, considers The Marriage
of Heaven and Hell to be "a naturalistics work where Blake

satirizes his own earlier Swedenborg view."^^

Thus, Hirsch

sees the values of The Marriage of Heaven and Hell as being

diametrically opposed to those propounded by Swedenborg in
his religious treatise. Heaven and Hell.

By contrasting

Blake's and Swedenborg's concepts of natural order, Hirsch
conceives of the "Proverbs of Hell" as being sanctioned by

Blake's metaphysics.

This metaphysics includes three basic

propositions: the basis of natural order is energy; the

essential characteristic of energy is individuality; this
individuality causes the order of nature to be "a clash

between different selfhoods" (Hirsch, p. 62-3).

Hirsch

employs these propositions in positing the meaning of the

"Proverbs of Hell" and states that the continued popularity
of The Marriage of Heaven and Hell is due to "vigorous and
unambiguous irony . . . epigrammatic and proverbial style"

(Hirsch, P. 66), though he does not go on to specify the
rhetorical underpinnings of that "proverbial style."

The

influence of Swedenborg is the basis of another analysis.

^^E.E. Hirsch, Jr., Innocence and Experience: An
Introduction to William Blake (New Haven: Yale University
Press, 1964), p. 59.
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Sabri-Tabrizi's The 'Heaven' and 'Hell' of

William

Blake.

While Sabri-Tabrizi goes to some lengths to show detailed
correspondence between various passages and dominant word

choice in Blake and Swedenborg, the light he sheds on the
rhetorical force of the "Proverbs of Hell" is limited: "The

'Proverbs' are a concise expression of the conflicts between

'Heaven' and 'Hell.'"^^
In addition to Swedenborg, other posited influences
on the content and form of Blake's work include Paracelsus,
Spenser, Milton, and Boehme.

In Blake and Tradition,

Katherine Raine sees The Marriage of Heaven and Hell as "a

manifesto of the philosophy of Paracelsus and Boehme,

the

former being an alchemist and the latter a religious thinker

given to using alchemical terms in his writing.

In viewing

The Marriage of Heaven and Hell as a resolution to the

conflict of Platonic dualism and alchemical unity, Raine is
able to parallel their fusion to the Chinese principle of

Yin/Yang (Raine, p. 118), another expression of the need for
authentic contraries.
couched

This issue of resolution

Raine found

in Paracelsus' monist belief "That which is beneath

is like that which is above" (Raine, p. 99)> and she

^^G.R. Sabri-Tabrizi, The 'Heaven' and 'Hell' of
William Blake (New York: International Publishers, 197^),
p. 120.

^"^Kathleen Raine, Blake and Tradition (Vol. I)
(Princeton: Princeton University Press'i 1958), p. 100.
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considers this to be the concept underlying all of the
"Proverbs of Hell."

Since Raine's interest is in Blake's

studies of the "most essential themes of traditional

metaphysics" (Raines, p. 364), her criticism tends to have
more of a philosophical rather than a rhetorical bent.
Harold Bloom, in The Visionary Company and Blake's
Apocalypse, also sees Blake in terms of a line of influence,
but Bloom's listing includes Spenser and Milton--the

"Prophetic-Protestant"^® line. To Bloom, The Marriage of
Heaven and Hell is an apocalyptic satire, created in response

to the "threatened dominion of France"^^ and as a counter to
Swedenborgan doctrine.

Yet, as Bloom points out, since much

of the specifically satiric material of The Marriage of
Heaven and Hell has lost its immediate point, there must be

other reasons for its survival, and here Bloom notes that the
structure of the satire "comprehends eternal types of
ft0

intellectual error and spiritual self-deception.""

In

discussing the "Proverbs of Hell" specifically. Bloom calls

them "seventy aphorisms unmatched in literature for their
shock value" (Bloom, p. 72), whose imaginative seed was
Blake's annotation to Lavater's much more conventional

5®Harold Bloom, The Visionary Company (Garden City,
New York: Doubleday & Co., Inc. 1951), p. ii.

^^Bloom, p. 60.

^'^Harld Bloom, Blake's Apocalypse (Garden City, New
York: Doubleday & Co., Inc. 1963),

70.
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Aphorisms on Man (Bloom, p. 84).

Bloom states that the

central idea of the "Proverbs" is "raising our intensity of
perception and so triumphing over nature through nature"

(Bloom, p. 83)•

Although he briefly conjectures that the

"Proverbs" work rhetorically through a subtle dialectic
between "defiant celebration and the need to circumscribe

freed energy" (Bloom, p. 72), Bloom emphasizes that "the
'Proverbs' should give a variety of meanings to different
readers" (Bloom, p, 87)•
Martin K. Nurmi,"On the Marriage of Heaven and
Hell," objects to the concept of seeing Blake as working

within a dialectic, stating that Hegel's dialectic is "too
abstractly systematic,

because within Blake's system,

contraries ^o not merge to form a synthesis, but remain as
opposites.

Nurmi discusses The Marriage of Heaven and Hell

primarily in terms of Blake's being a "philosophical poet"

(Nurmi, p. 553) and considers the two basic tenets of Blake's
philosophy necessary for saving man as expanded spiritual

sensation and the doctrine of contraries (Nurmi, p. 553)'
These tenets, Nurmi emphasizes, are best understood in

relation to Blake's radical humanism (Nurmi, p. 554), for
Nurmi views Blake's philosophy not as transcendent, but as
revealing "the order and unity of life as a whole so that

^^Martin K. Nurmi, "On The Marriage of Heaven and
Hell" in Blake's Poetry and Designs, ed. by Mary Lynn Johnson

and John E. Grant (New York: W.W. Norton & Co., Inc. 1979), p. 559.
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even practical life is transformed by seeing that all is

holy" (Nurmij p. 556).

Nurmi feels that The Marriage of

Heaven and Hell Is generally misunderstood because its
structure "is entirely Blake's own . . . employing no

traditional logical or rhetorical plan" (Nurmi, p. 562).

He

does conjecture, however, that the work may follow the A B A'
form of ternary music—making The Marriage of Heaven and Hell

one great rondo—and that the "Proverbs of lie11"

within

that structure"contr:apuntally" (Nurmi, p. 564).
A range of other possibilities for perceiving the
str u cture of The M arr iag e of Hea v e n and Hell is a p par e n t in
various shorter pieces of Formalist criticism.

Symbol and

Truth in Blake's Myth by Damrosch is dedicated to the pursual
of the problem of dualism in Blake.

While Damrosch

emphasizes the "consistently religious"^^ quality of Blake's
thought, noting particularly Blake's humanism which, far from

being reductionist, emphasizesd the Divine in man, he finds

Blake's myth to be "seriously inconsistent on a philosophical

level" (Damrosch, p. 1).

The "Proverbs of Hell," according

to Damrosch, are"deliberatrely elliptical and tantalizing"

(Damrosch, p. 36), and hearken back to the Gnostic strategy of
attempting to "shock the disciples into insight by subverting

orthodox myth" (Damrosch, p. 82).

Also emphasizing the

^^Leopold Damrosch, Jr., Symbol and Truth in Blake's
(Princeton: Princeton University press, 1980), p. 246.
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religious aspect of The Marriage of Heaven and Hell»

Edwin

Jones, in "Another Look at the Structure of The Marriage of

Heaven and Hell

considers its arrangements not as

reflecting the typical primer^—"a. widely known and insidious

shaper of men's minds"^^—format as has been suggested
(Jones, p. 115), but as a unified mythos parallel to the
Bible—an echo of Frye's approach.

Jones asserts that

seeing this Biblical form will serve to reinforce "Blake's

parodic tactics and revisionary intentions" (Jones, p. 115),
including the parodic intentions of the "Proverbs of Hell."
Perhaps the most severe estimation of the form of The

Marriage of Heaven and Hell may be found in Gleckner's The

Piper and the Bard.

Gleokner neatly dismisses even the

possibility of form in the work with judgments such as

"hardly poetic, seldom even good rhetorlc"^^; "prolifically
redundant" (Gleckner, p. 186); and "may only loosely be
termed a work of art" (Gleckner, p. 196); so that in
Gleckher's final analysis, the most important aspect of The

Marriage of Heaven and Hell is its terminology, and that only
because it is helpful in understanding the philosophical/
poetic intentions in Songs of Experience (Gleckner, p. 186).
While the Formalist critics look to the structure--or

^^Edward Terry Jones, "Another Look at the Structure
of The Marriage of Heaven and Hell" in "Blake Newsletter,"
No. 40, Spring 1977, p. 115.

^^Gleckner, p. 185.
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perceived lack thereof—of The Marriage of Heaven and Hell
and its historical, literary, and philosophical predecessors

for elucidation, the sociological critics tend to see the
work more in terms of the age in which Blake lived.

Granted,

the lines are difficult to draw — for instance, where does
Blake's concern

for

the individual become his interest in

the

transformation of society?—and perhaps such distinctions at
times detract from rather than celebrate the complexity of

the work.

However, viewing The Marriage of Heaven and Hell

diachronically brings into clearer focus the grounds of the
conflict conerning Blake's "mysticism" and "non-transcendent"

(Nurmi, p. 556) philosophy.
Perhaps the most thorough discussion of Blake's
visionary gifts vis a vis his social inclinations is
presented by Mark Schorer in William Blake: the Politics of
Vision.

Schorer begins his study by discussing what he sees

as the "historical function of prophecy": ordering social

wisdom toward an ethic of desired conduct of life."^

By

emphasizing the ethical nature of Blake's writings, Schorer
demonstrates how Blake differs from traditional mystics.

Indeed, Schorer goes on to state that "the mystic and the

revolutionary are opposed in principle" (Schorer, p. 52), for
the end of mysticism is the renewal of orthodoxy, whereas the

^^Mark Schorer, William Blake: The Politics of
Vision (New York: Random House, 1946), p. 19
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goal of revolutionary thought is change.

This revolutionary/

ethical nature of Blake Schorer finds in the poet's fight
against the abstraction of revolutionary theory and
concentration on the facts of contemporary life, which he

sees in relation to the new, prophetic order which he has
created.

Before discussing Blake's order, Schorer states

that "Myth lies in all real convictions" (Schorer, p. 26),
and later asserts that "history and mind are always conjoined

in Blake" (Schorer, p. 73)> thus making Blake's mythological
order

inclusive

whereas the individual revelations of

mysticism tend to be exclusive.

Yet Blake was certainly not

without concern for individual vision, and Schorer views
Blake as struggling to bring together the contrary beliefs
that "Each Identity is Eternal" and "All Things are Common"

(Schorer, p. 159).
Schorer

conceives

of Blake's creation

of his own

world-order as a response to various events of late
seventeenth, early eighteenth century Britain: the

Industrial Revolution with its deistic, mechanistic god, the
hierarchi'cal nature of organized religion, and the authority

of reason, which Blake saw as the source of social and mental

restraint (Schorer, p. 175-192).

In The Marriage of Heaven

and Hell, Schorer sees also the device—though not the

dogma--of Swedenborg and the influence of Boehme, who "saw

the role of political society in salvation" (Schorer, p. 107),
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thus being a root of Blake's radical huraanitarianisrn.

Indeed, Schorer finds the originality of Blake's metaphors
not in his religious but in his political and psychological

concepts (Schorer, p. 112),

Blake was able to create such

metaphors because, according to Schorer, "under shifting

historical tides, Blake perceived psychological facts"

(Schorer, p. 138).

This regard for Blake's perception of

psychology, which is often associated with his apparent

warnings against repression in the "Proverbs of Hell" (e.g.,
"Sooner

murder

an

infant in

its cradle than

nurse

unacted

desires" (Mini, PI. 10)), is reflected in W.H. Auden's
statement "The whole of Freud's teaching may be found in The
Marriage of Heaven and Hell

The myth and metaphor of Blake Schorer attributes to

the artist's "original sense of prophetic self-importance"
(Schorer, p. 229).

Schorer sees this prophetic sense as

making it difficult for Blake to express his truths in
ordinary ways, for he felt that it would be dangerous to

state those truths clearly (Schorer, p. 229).

Still,

Schorer considers The Marriage of Heaven and Hell to be

Blake's "supreme effort at definition, the central document

of his work" (Schorer, p. 226), in which he has established

satisfactory terms for humanitarianism which were reinforced

^^Auden as quoted in Schorer, p. 218.
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by "cosmic metaphor" (Schorer, p. 226) and based upon his
perception of psychology, a blend of evangelical idealism and

revolutionary optimism" (Schorer, p. 226).

Schorer asserts

that because The Marriage of Heaven and Hell has an

historical reference, it cannot be seen mystically (Schorer,
p. 73), and although the French Revolution failed in the eyes
of some, Blake was at once concerned with an historical event

and "a deeper estimation of man" (Schorer, p. 145), so that
he did not lose faith in his own revolutionary concepts.
Schorer observes that a rhetorical strategy of The
Marriage of Heaven and Hell is the use of familiar

abstractions while inverting their values, and of paradox
whose function is to "conjoin contradictory terms and in

doing so enrich the context of each" (Schorer, p. 85).
Writing of the "Proverbs of Hell" specifically, Schorer

indicates that they attest to "a divine principle of order in

the universe" (Schorer, p. 126), while having been
'calculated to outrage the favorite precepts of the middle

class" (Schorer, p. 219), a duality of purpose not perceived
by those who consider the "Proverbs" entirely in parodic or
satiric

terms.

Blake's perception of "enduring psychological truths
beneath the shifting sands of history" is also discussed by
David V. Erdman in Blake: Prophet Against Empire: "Blake

saw psychology as a phase of politics and politics as an
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acting-out of mental strife.

Erdman views the antipathy

toward reason in The Marriage of Heaven and Hell as being
"thoroughly Republican--what would now be called Socialist"

(Erdman, p. 164).

In The Marriage of Heaven and Hell, Erdman

postulates that Blake is moving from an interest in a new

church to a new society, mocking "those who can accept a
spiritual apocalypse but are terrified at a resurrection of

the body of society itself" (Erdman, p. 163).

Yet, so far

as Blake's ability to effectively communicate that belief in

the resurrection of society in The Marriage of Heaven and
Hell is concerned, Erdman considers it to be a "failure due

to its involuted symbolism and obscure manner" (p. 139).
Along with interpretations of a few of the "Proverbs of

Hell," Erdman states only that the "Proverbs" were inspired
by Thomas Paine and the French Revolution.

Twenty-one years

later in "The Bravery of William Blake," Erdman emphasizes
that the "diabolism" of The Marriage of Heaven and Hell is

rhetorical (Erdman, p. 29) and that Blake is engaged in a
redefinition of good, not a championing of evil.

Other sociological critics also focus upon Blake's
redefinition of values.

Eleanor Wilner, in Gathering the

Winds: Visionary Imagination and Radical Transformation of

Self and Society, after an anthropologically-oriented

^"^David V. Erdman, Blake: Prophet Against Empire
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1954), ^ 393.
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discussion of shaman, prophet, and madman, states that in a
harmonious society, vision will tend to be conservative,
whereas in a conflict-ridden society, vision tends to become

radical and subversive, a reintegration of symbols and values

in a new way.^^ Wilner views Blake's vision as a response
to the social crisis of his times, and evidence that he saw
oppression as being reversible by an act of the

imagination.

John E. Grant, in "Redemptive Action in

Blake's Arlington Court Picture," notes that a distinctive

feature of Blake's symbolism is the contrast between the
"redemptive counter-culture underground and futile

establishment aboveground,"'^®

Finallyj in Energy and

Imagination, Morton Paley argues that The Marriage of Heaven

and Hell is a "fully developed presentation of Blake's ethic

of liberation."^^

Paley stresses that this doctrine of

liberation is both individual and social (Paley, p. 16) and
is dependent upon "the subversive nature of the claims of

energy" (Paley, p. 3)•

While none of these works discusses

^^Eleanor Wilner, as quoted by Stephen C. Behrendt in
"Review: Gathering the Winds: Visionary Imagination and
Radical Transformation of Self and Society" in "Blake
Newsletter," No. 38, Fall, 1979, p. 91.

^^Wilner as quoted by Behrendt, p. 92.
"^^John E. Grant, "Blake's Designs for 'L'Allegro' and
'II Penseroso,"' in The Visionary Hand: Essays for the Study
of William Blake's Art and Aesthetics ed. by Robert Essick

TLos Angeles: Hennesy & Ingalls, Inc., 1973), p. 448.
Paley, p. 1.
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the rhetoric of the "Proverbs of Hell" in detail, Paley makes
a brief allusion to Bowth's work on the effect of obscurity

and brevity upon a reader (Paley, p. 22).
It is that effect upon the reader, grounded upon
rhetorical underpinnings of the "Proverbs of Hell," that I am
interested in pursuing.

So far as a general critical

approach to The Marriage of Heaven and Hell is concerned,
certainly it is difficult to choose between schools of
criticism, for Blake's work and times were of such complexity
that one may see many influences, e.g., Paracelsus and
Boehme, and many motives, e.g., a reassessment of Swedenborg
or a consideration of the French Revolution, present in that

work.

Of particular interest to me, however, in pursuing the

rhetorical strategy of the "Proverbs of Hell" is the seeming

split between those critics who view Blake as mystical but
ultimately conventional, and those who see him rather as

compelling his audience to redefine their values.

Though I

would not wish to violate Bloom's sensitivity to encouraging

a reader to have his/her own reading of the "Proverbs,"
perhaps a closer consideration of their rhetorical structure
might reveal principles that render the Proverbs so
effective—as witnessed to by the range of strong reactions

they evoke—if not finally making them accessible to
monolithic interpretation.

CHAPTER

TWO

THE RHETORIC OF THE PROVERB

In the preceding review of criticism concerning The
Marriage of Heaven and Hell and the Tao Te Ching, it is

interesting to note that in both cases the most satisfactory

r^ings of the texts tended to be those that placed the works
diachronically, perceiving them as a response to their times.
Yet both works are still enjoyed today, and often by readers
with little or no grasp of the historical milieu in which

they were written.

This seeming paradox—literature that is

at once time-bound and timeless—in two works so widely
separated, both geographically and chronologically, prompts
me to pursue one aspect which they share--the rhetoric of the
proverb—and to explore how that rhetorical structure
functions in

the works.

Naturally, it is difficult to consider the proverb

tradition in English literature—and particularly that of
Blake--aside from the Biblical proverbs.

While The

Interpreter's Dictionary of the Bible defines a proverb as "a

commonly observed fact or bit of homely wisdom,"^ Northrop
Frye pursues the rhetorical effect of the Biblical proverb

''The Interpreter's Dictionary of the Bible (Vol. Ill)
George Arthur Buttrick, ed. (New York: Abingdon Press,
1962), p. 934.
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more thoroughly in The Great Code

There, Frye cites a

sense of continuity with the past as being the philosophical

basis of Biblical wisdom (Frye, p. 121) and an impersonal
tone of authority as being the rhetorical effect of its

expression in proverb form: "Continuous or descriptive prose
has a democratic authority: it professes to be a delegate of
experiment, evidence, or logic.

More traditional kinds of

authority are expressed in a discontinuous prose of aphorisms

or oracles in which every sentence is surrounded by silence"
(Fyre, p. 212).
While considering the felicity of the sociological
approach to The Marriage of Heaven and Hell and the Tao Te

Ching, which views both works as being a rejection of the

conventional wisdom of their times, one should note that both
use the "classic" form of couching that conventional wisdom,

the proverb.

Indeed, the earliest form of the English

proverb--a class of "commonplaces embodying universal

truth"^—appeared in the Exeter Book (1050),^ and proverbs
were used early on by priests to make Church wisdom

comprehensible to the common people.^

In China, the Analects

of Confucius recorded that dominant philosophy in proverbs

^Northrup Frye, The Great Code: The Bible and
Literature (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanich, 1982).

^The Oxford Dictionary Of English Proverbs, comp.
Wm. George Smith (Oxford: Clarendon press, 1963), p. viii.

^The Oxford Dictionary of English Proverbs, p. vi.
^The Oxford Dictionary of English Proverbs, p. ix.
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spoken by Kung Fu Tzu in the context of Socratic-like

dialogues with his disciples.^ The Analects reveal
Confucius' concern with the prevalent moral structure and the

development of virtue through high moral conduct through
appropriate behavior.

In addition to the use of proverbs as

vehicles for prevailing social thought, Anglo Saxon schools
stressed the rhetorical use of the proverb in the traditional

medieval letter, as recommended by Ponce de Provence:
There is nothing so necessary as to induce a
suitable frame of mind in the reader . . . and in

no way is this so well accomplished as by a
proverb.'
Proverbs were collected and enjoyed through the reign of
Elizabeth I, their popularity continuing until the late
seventeenth century, and although some phrases were still

used as idioms, on the whole they were once again deemed as
being the folk wisdom of the common people.

While no such

change in attitude toward the proverb occured in China, even
English missionaries of the mid-nineteenth century were given
to viewing the Chinese use of tbS'proverb as an indication of

a nation's being more comfortable with time-worn expressions

tha^ with expressing its own contemporary thoughts.^
The association of the proverb form and conventional

^Brian Brown, ed.. The Wisdom of the Chinese: Their
Philosophy in Sayings and Proverbs (New
1970), p. 12

York: Brentano's,

"^The Oxford Dictionary of English Proverbs, p. x.
^William Scarborough, trans., A Collection of Chinese
Proverbs (London: Trubner and Co., 1975), p. v.
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wisdom is reflected in Barbara Smith's assertion that the

proverb is a type of epigram,^ and that the term
"epigrammatic" refers to both "verbal structure and attitude
toward experience . . . a moral temper suggested by that
structure

The traditional concept of English

epigrammatic structure is that it consists of two parts: the
1 1

creation of expectation and its resolution.''

This same

pattern may be seen in Chinese proverbs, which often use
parallelism and antithesis to enhance that sense of
1P

resolution."^

Albert Cook, in his discussion of proverbs

from a variety of cultures, proposes that antithesis
functions both in the sense of contradiction and rhetorically

by "balancing the members of and utterance."^3

jje goes on to

assert that the proverb form "is so elementary as to resist

'poetry' or 'prose' classification."^^

Or perhaps Erasmus

was more to the point: "A proverb is a saying that covers
the obvious with an obscurity."
Cook's discussion of proverbs is interesting in that

^Barbara Herrnstein Smith, Poetic Closure (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1968), p. 168.

"•^Sraith, p. 207.
Smith, p. 198.
1P

' Scarborough, ix.

^^Albert Cook, "Between Prose and Poetry: The.Speech
and Silence of the Proverb" in Myth & Language (Bloomington:
Indiana University Press, 1980), p. 218.

^^Cook, p. 218.
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he approaches them as being "speech acts"—a term from J.R.

Searle's language philosophy denoting what Searle perceives

as being the minimal unit of linguistic communication.^^
Searle discusses the function of the "illocutionary act," in
which a statement contains both a "proposition indicating

device" and a "function indicating device," which intimates

how the proposition is to be taken^^ (e.g., as a command,
statement, request, etc.).

Mary Pratt has developed some

aspects of Searle's "illocutionary act" with references to
literary discourse in general,

and both she and Cook

reiterate Searle's contention that the strength of Speech Act
Theory is in its emphasis upon the close relationship of
1R

thereby allowing for a "contextually

based approach to texts.

By emphasizing the importance of

meaning and intention,

context and presupposition in speech acts in general and the
proverb in particular, Cook is led to state that "A proverb
may reflect nothing less than the whole social matrix that
PO
uses it,'"^^
thereby supporting a sociological interpretation

^^John R. Searle, "What is a Speech Act?" in The
Philosophy of Language, John R. Searle, ed. (Oxford: Oxford

University Press, 1971), p. 39.

^^Searles, "What is a Speech Act?" p. 43.
17

''Mary Louise Pratt, Toward a Speech Act Theory of
Literary Discourse (Bloomington: Indiana University Press,
1977).

^®Searle, "What is a Speech Act?" p. 44.
"•^Pratt, p. 79

^^Cook, p. 211.

of proverbs.

While Cook does propose that the often abstract

nature of the presupposition and context of a proverb may be
what grants it a kind of tiraelessness

he goes on to

describe the use of metaphor in proverbs as producing a
"rhetorical force which is exhausted with the reader's effort

to spell out the analogy."^^

combining of

"timelessness" with "exhaustion of rhetorical force" seems to

me more apropos to generally accepted, traditional proverbs
than to those of the Tao Te Ching and The Marriage of Heaven

and Hell, whose rhetorica1 force I see as being far from
exhausted, an issue which may be fruitfully explored by
considering further the structure of the conventional
proverb.

In her discussion of epigrams. Smith qualifies the

traditional expectation/resolution scheme by making it a
dynamic process where "thematic sequence reaches a point of
maximal instability and then turns to completing itself.

Smith here refers to "thematic sequence" since, aside from
its brevity, the proverb form is not highly determined.
Thus, rather than relying upon a structural device for

closure, the proverb relies upon closure techniques which are

in ways thematically linked to our experience of validity.
These techniques include endings which conform to our

^^Cook, p. 212.
Cook, p. 219.

23smith, p. 199.
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expectations, confirm our experiences, and/or have a tone of
authority.

Certainly the "moral temper" of epigrams which

Smith was cited as describing earlier results, to a great

extent, from such techniques.

Indeed, Smith uses the term

"hyperdetermination" to denote the way in which the
structural completeness of the proverb, together with an

extremely "high degree of nonstructural order and control"
produce maximum closure.

Since maximum closure is a

property of the conventional epigram or proverb, an important
aspect of this study will be to see if->-and how—closure

functions in the proverbs of the Tao Te Ching and The
Marriage of Heaven and Hell.

Wolfgang Iser, the German phenomenologist, combines
an interest in reader expectation and application of some
modified aspects of Speech Act Theory in his Act of

Reading.

Whereas Cook perceives the illocutionary force of

proverbs as being like that of a succinct rule,^"^ Iser
perceives the illocutionary force of literature in general as

stemming from the frustration of established expectations.^®
Smith sees the conventioanl epigrammist as reducing

2^Smith, p. 157.
^^Smith, p. 204.

^®Wolfgang Iser, The Act of Reading: A Theory of
Aesthetic Response (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University
press, 1978).

^"^Cook, p. 220.

^®Iser, p. 61.
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experience, fixing it "in its most permanent and stable

aspect. . . irritably search[ing] after fact and reason,
while Iser insists that literature offers possibilities which

may have been excluded by the prevalent social system.

In

juxtaposing these concepts, it seems to me that Cook and

Smith are characterizing the traditional proverb, and indeed,
they say as much, v/hile Iser's concepts may be more helpful
in understanding the unconventional rhetorical force of the

proverbs of the Tao Te Ching and The Marriage of Heaven and

Hell.

This possibility, and the corresponding need for a

rhetorical study, is underscored by the illuminating quality
of the sociological readings of the works as having been
written in reacton to the dominant value systems of their
times, for as Donald Bryant states, the use of rhetoric in
criticism is grounded in the fact that "in addition to the

verbal structure that exists for its own sake, much

literature characteristically encompasses ethical, political,
or public events, and the instruments and dynamics which
affect those events.

This dual quality of the proverbs of The Marriage of
Heaven and Hell and the Tao Te Ching--their availability to
sociological criticism and timelessness in the sense of

^^Smith, p. 208
30Iser, p. 73

^^Donald C. Bryant, "The Uses of Rhetoric in
Criticism" in Papers in Rhetoric and Poetic, ed. by Donald C.

Bryant (Iowa City: Iowa University Press, 1965), p. 10.
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appeal to audiences without a knowledge of the socio-cultural
milieu of the works—may be illuminated by Iser's reading

theory—"theory of aesthetic response

as he prefers—and

the lack of what Smith calls "poetic closure."33

Both Iser

and Smith, in dealing with reader expectation, emphasize the

"expectation all readers cherish"^^; that grasping the
meaning of a work will finally resolve the tensions and

conflicts created by the text.^^ Indeed, Iser stresses that
the establishment of consistency is the basis of all

comprehension,3^ yet emphasizes that that consistency is a
creation of the reader, who tends to form "simpler, more
contrastive, black and white structur es

while the author,

in offering possibilities other than those that are prevalent
in a society, tends to complicate meaning.

However, Iser

points to certain strategies within the text itself as not
only corrective to those "simpler structures," but also as

prompting the reader's awareness of his/her tendency to

project established norms onto the text.^^ The primary
strategy which Iser perceives as functioning in this regard

^^iser, p. X.

32Smith, p. 2.

3^Iser, p. 223.
^^Smith, p. 154.
36lser, p. 16.

^"^Iser, p. 125.
38Iser, p. 224.
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is that of negation, where "knowledge is evoked by the

schemata, and when it is present, it is revoked."^9
Negation, for Iser, indicates a "deficiency in selected
norms,

and he notes that "Intensified negations denote

deeply entrenched dispostions and the degree of reflection
n 1

necessary if negation is to lead to a positive uptake,"^'

that "uptake" being the apprehension of the additional
possibilities that the text offers.

Thus, one may expect

that works whose values contrast with those of their dominant

society, such as The Marriage of Heaven and Hell and the Tao
Te Ching, may be expected to make use of this technique,
among others.

By discussing the rhetoric of the proverbs in the Tao
Te Ching and The Marriage of Heaven and Hell, I hope to gain
some understanding of how two texts so adequately explicated

in light of their sociological surroundings continue to touch
readers with their rhetorical force.

The enterprise is not

without its hazards, however, for while I accept the

objection to viewing The Marriage of Heaven and Hell and the
Tao Te Ching as thoroughly mystical works, I hope that my

study of their rhetoric will help to elucidate some sources
of their special power, not diminish its effect by virtue of
having been categorized in academic terms.

39Iser, p. 143,

^^Iser, p. 213.

^^Iser, p. 219.

CHAPTER III

:

'

,

THE RHETORIC OF THE "PROVERBS OF HELL"

William Blake's status as both an artist and

a writer

makes the discussion of his work in isolation from the

coloured etchings in which it first appeared seem

rhetorically incomplete, for certainly both verbal copy and

illumination affect the,reader.

Indeed, considering the

rhetoric of the "Proverbs of Hell" apart from their context
within The Marriage of Heaven and Hell may strike one as

being fragmentary as well.

However, while groups of the

proverbs are often illumintated in the same colour,^ and some
are illustrated by a few scattered figures, and all are
stated

within the context of Blake's discussion

with

a

"mighty Devil" (PI. 6), they each may also be seen as

employing specific rhetorical techniques in an effort to
"break down the orthodox categories of thought and

morality."^

Although the artwork accompanying the "Proverbs

of Hell" will be infrequently alluded to, inasmuch as it
directly affects this rhetorical study, the proverbs will be

^As may be seen in the reproduction of Blake's
illuminated book The Marriage of Heaven and Hell, with an

introduction and coramentary by Sir Geoffrey Keynes (London
Oxford University Press, i975)•

^Bloom, Blake's Apocalypse, p. 85
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discussed primarily in terms of poetic closure, as defined by
Barbara Smith, and Iser's account of the role of expectation
and negation in reading.

These strategies will be reviewed

in terms of proverbs which create expectations of a natural
cycle; those which are direct injunctions; proverbs making
statements of fact where the expectation is traditional while

the resolution is unsettling; those which structurally
fulfill the expectations created by traditional syntax while

thematically avoiding closure; proverbs employing antithesis;
those which utilize paradox; proverbs creating a sense of

expansiveness through their use of abstraction; and finally,
those which must be seen quite apart from other
distinguishable patterns.

Although the overall arrangement of the "Proverbs of
Hell" may seem to lack any discernible pattern, the first
proverb, "In seed time learn, in harvest teach, in winter

enjoy" (PI. 7), stresses the importance of the organic
pattern of all things.

The expectation of the natural cycle

is created and fulfilled by the allusion to the sequential
character of farm life and its parallels to human

interaction.

The parallel of human interaction to time is

also expressed in the diurnal sense of "Think in the morning.
Act in the noon.

(PI. 9).

Eat in the evening.

Sleep at night"

Again, reader expectations are created and fulfilled

both structurally, by the parallelism of the time-linked
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elements and that of the human activity referents, and

thematically, by a logical progression of both sets of terms.
This dual closure, of both structure and theme, is rare in
the "Proverbs of Hell," yet the fact that the thematic

progression is of a cyclical—thus unending—rather than a
linear nature prevents the closure from being complete.

A

more rhetorically "Blakean" way of making the same point may
be found in the proverb, "The cut worm forgives the plow"

(PI. 7).

Once again, that which is in harmony with the cycle

of nature is prized--even forgivable, should it cause
destruction—but it is here emphasized in a much more

unsettling manner, from the violent initial subject to its

personification and unexpected action.

While a reader could

conceivably see this proverb as again indicative of the

growth—and death?—cycle, the peculiar image of its actor
and subsequent action, in a seemingly simple, direct

statement, tends to raise questions rather than answer them:
if the worm is cut, is it still able to forgive?

Or would

only a worm, because of its relative powerlessness, forgive?
Is the progression of the natural cycle of things always at

the expense of some living thing, and if so, why must it be
forgiven?

Whereas the first two proverbs dealing with the

organic progression of things do so within the reassuring
repetition of parallel structure, leaving only the sense of
the cycle to detract from the reader's sense of closure, the
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violent subject of the last, within its simple statement of
fact, and its paradoxically religious action, calls into
question a simple apprehension of the cycle of all things.
The confounding of reader apprehension--and thus,
closure—is even more apparent in proverbs which appear as

injunctions addressed directly to the reader.

Here, the

expectation created by the proverb is traditional while its
resolution is unsettling to conventional reader response.

The imperative "you" is implied in the command "Dip him in
the river who loves water" (Pl. 7), but while the imperative

portion of the proverb connotes a punishing—or, at least,
cleansing--action, its qualifier indicates that the action
should be exercised on one who, rather than needing it, would
relish it—thereby negating the conventional response

elicited by the first part.

A structurally similar, while

being all the more unsettling for its conventionally shocking
thematic elements, proverb is "Drive your cart and plow over
the bones of the dead" (PI. 7).

Again, the tone of

authority in the first part of the proverb, along with its
verb "Drive" which arouses expectations of a recommended

pathway, elicits a traditional assumption of a positive,
moral route.

However, once again, negation occurs by virtue

of the unconventional—here, to some, irreverent—resolution

of the proverb.^ In the proverb "The most sublime act is to
^An interesting corroboration of Iser's concept of
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set another before you" (PI. 7), closure in a direct-address
proverb is once again impeded by a mismatch of expectation
and resolution, but in a different type of malunion than in
the two preceding directives.

Here, while the moral

implications of the proverb might strike one as being
conventional, it is the yoking of the first term "sublime"-

along with its connotations of nobility, awe, majesty--with
the seemingly austere action of setting "another before you"
that creates an unexpected combination of expectation and
resolution, thereby causing the reader to rethink the
statement, before fully accepting, rejecting, or qualifying
its meaning.

The last direct injunction proverb, "Always be

ready to speak your mind, and a base man will avoid you"
(PI. 8), also consists of the traditional two epigrammatic
parts, but differs from the others in that it is the

expectation that is unconventional in its valuing of self-

assertion, and thus its resolution—a result usually reserved
for those who speak truth, not mere self-expression-

surprises the reader, prompting questions about the
relationship of truth and honesty, and so on, thus

overriding strength of the expectation of closure cherished

by readers (Iser, p. 223) may be seen in Damon's
interpretation of this proverb as indicating both Blake's
knowledge that graveyards contain very fertile soil and
Blake's appreciation of the past--two interpretations that
seem quit distant from the unsettling rhetorical force
created by the way in which teh proverb is stated, but are in
close harmony with Damon's final evaluation of The Marriage
of Heaven and Hell as a mystical work (Damon, p. 319).
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forestalling closure.

As in the injunction proverbs, the proverbs that are

a simple statement of fact, of the order "X is Y," also
employ the rhetorical strategy of using a conventional

expectation which is negated by an unexpected resolution.
The most obvious of these occur in a series, which is all in

the same color on Plate Eight, following the proverb "Prisons
are built with stones of Law, Brothels with bricks of

Religion,"^ thereby reinforcing the rhetorical force of its
antithetical structure by creating a type of extended
parallel.

The first element of these proverbs links a

character trait with its traditional animal counterpart, but

the resolution negates the reader's initial expectation by
equating these seeming character flaws with some aspect of
divinity:

The pride of the peacock is the glory of God.
The lust of the goat is the bounty of God.
The wrath of the lion is the wisdom of God.

The final proverb of this series is "The nakedness of woman
is the work of God," and while its syntactic sequence is

equivalent to those that precede it, it gains in rhetorical
force by the unabashed physicality of its first element, free
of the ecclesiastical euphemisms of the others.

Still, they

all work rhetorically upon the basis of the impediment of

^This proverb is more thoroughly discussed on p. 70
of this chapter.
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closure by the equation of a traditional designation of
iramorality—here, at times, even in the language of the seven

deadly slns--with the ground of morality, God himself.
The force of the equating statement is seen at its

simplest in "Exuberance is Beauty" (PI. TO).

Here, the

force of the first term, with its implications of lavishness,

perhaps lack of restraint, serves to cast doubt on the
reader's perception of the second term^ which has been

traditionally linked with concepts of hai"fiony, proportion,
decorum.. This same questioning of traditional aesthetics
occurs in the proverb "The head Sublime, the heart Pathos,

the genitals Beauty, the hands & feet Proportion" (Pi, 10).

Here, the conjoining of the unexpected elements is reinforced
by the implicit but unstated verb of equation and the

internal parallel structure of the proverb.

The equationary .

form is nearly extended into allegory in the proverb

"Prudence is a rich ugly old maid courted by Incapacity"
(PI. 7).

The initial element arouses expectations of the

traditional valuing of prudence as a virtue, expectations
which are gradually negated by its rather unattractive---but

tolerable--personification.

Plowever, the death blow to

conventional closure is dealt here not by equating prudence

with its conventional opposite, as is the rhetorical strategy
in Other proverbs, but by linking it with an element that
casts doubt on v^hether prudence is indeed a virtue born of
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the ability to choose wisely, or is the consequence of an
inability to choose or act.

Thus, Blake uses a wide range of

equationary statements, from those with the implicit equating
verb to the extended metaphor, as vehicles for his rhetorical

strategy of negating conventional expectations, thus
preventing closure.

The simple statement of fact, though slightly more

complex in its verbs than the equationary proverbs above, may
be seen elsewhere serving to link traditional expectations

with unsettling resolutions.

For example, "The road of

excess leads to the palace of wisdom" (Pl. 7) uses a
traditional metaphor, seen earlier—a path of action—to
elicit an assumption of traditional consequences—here,
destruction—then stymies that closure-producing process by
introduction of the opposite end: enlightenment.

The road

metaphor, with its convention-bound expectations of the
"straight and narrow" path to salvation, also occurs in the
orthodoxy-defying "Improvement makes straight roads, but the
crooked roads without Improvement, are the roads of Genius"
(Fl. 10).

Blake also turns on traditional assumptions

associated with concepts of eternity, sufficiency, and

pleasure.

In "Eternity is in love with the productions of

time" (PI. 7), the traditional, expansive force of the first
term is checked by its being matched with that which is

limited, even corruptible.

The second element of "You never
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know what is enough unless you know what is more than enough"
(PI. 9) prevents closure by confounding traditional
expectations of prudence and moderation.

And the

conventional guarding of pleasures, lest they become sordid

or immoral, is negated by the two-part strategy of "The soul
of sweet delight, can never be defil'd" (Pl. 9).

In these

simple statements, Blake elicits conventional primary
responses by referring to traditional values, then impedes
closure by means of unsettling resolutions.

A subtle

variation of this strategy may be seen in "The busy bee has
no time for sorrow" (PI. 7).

While at first reading

appearing to be a formulation of conventional wisdom, the
contrast of the emotional weight of the terms "busy bee" and
"sorrow" negates the conventional advice so offered, perhaps

reminding one of Blake's cyclic proverbs that emphasized the
timely experience of all aspects of life.

Similarly, "The

thankful receiver bears a plentiful harvest" (PI. 9) echoes
the sound and form of conventional wisdom, although the

bearing of the harvest is traditionally associated with man's

own productive labors--not as the recipient of charity as
"receiver" suggests.

Again, a subtle tension is created

between a nearly conventional statement and its implicit
questioning of conventional values.
Although simple statements prevent closure by linking
conventional with unconventional thematic elements, some
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closure is affected by virtue of the fact that the structural

model "X is Y" is always fulfilled ih both variables, albeit
unexpectedly.

As Smith points out, the rhetorical effect of

a statement that provides structural closure while denying

thematic closure is increased tension,^ for structural
completion increases the reader's expectation of thematic

fulfillment.

This tension is particularly evident in Blake's

more complex syntactic sequences^ where the assumptions

concerning the traditional logic of syntactic determinants
are borne out, while the thematic elements continue to
frustrate closure.

The syntactic sequences Blake thus

employs include cause/effect statements, if/then structures,

comparisons employing as/so constructions and parallelism,
and the traditional "He who . . . " proverbial form.
Blake's cause/effect statements are rarely of the
simple form "When X is so, then Y results."

The closest to

this construction is the inverted form of "The eagle never
lost so much tirae as when he submitted to learn of the crow"

(PI. 8).

Here, though inverted, syntactic expectations are

fulfilled, but closure is delayed by the assertion that
causes the reader to question Blake's reasons for stating

that some form of learning could be an ill use of time.
Blake's other cause/effect structures utilize negatives and

future tenses which delay closure.

'Smithj p. 204

The simplest of these is
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"Where man is not nature is barren" (PI. 10).

Here, the

cause variable is stated in negation, and even after its
meaning is apprehended, it is joined with an unexpected

effect, for by "nature" is traditionally denoted all that
exists without man or his production.

Negatives also inhibit

closure in "Truth can never be told so as to be understood

and not be believed" (PI. 10), and in a peculiar way.

The

"never" of the cause element tempts the reader to have
complete closure at the end of that element—agreeing that

truth cannot be fully explained.

Thus, the expansive effect

of "and not be believed" throws the reader back to question

his/her own beliefs about the accessibility of truth, thereby
preventing closure.

Cause and effect are couched in future

terms in "The selfish smiling fool, & the sullen frowning

fool, shall both be thought wise, that they may be a rod"
(PI. 8).

This construction provides several loci for reader

contemplation: what is the significance of the antithetical

"selfish smiling" and "sullen frowning" elements?

If fools

are thus recognizable, how and when shall they be thought

wise?

Further, the effect—that both types of fools, thought

wise, will serve as punishment—seems suspended, for the

reader does not know who will be punished, nor why.

Though

conceivably of a cause/effect order, this proverb, with so
many unqualified elements expressed in a vaguely futuristic
sense, while providing rudimentary closure on a structural
level, as do the others, inhibits that same sense of closure
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from occuring on a thematic level.

Blake also uses the if/then sequence in a way which

provides structural closure while denying thematic

predictability.

This structure first appears in "If the fool

would persist in his folly he would become wise" (PI. 7),
where closure is provided structurally by the fact of a
continued action and its result.

Full closure is prohibited,

however, by the thematic elements: persistence in folly is
traditionally held as resulting in destruction, but here it
is united with its antithesis, wisdom.

While this proverb

prompts the reader possibly to reconsider his/her categories
of wisdom and folly, "If others had not been foolish, we
should be so" (PI. 9) more directly focuses the reader's
attention on his/her own role in constructing those

categories.

By stating what he has in a negated "if" clause,

Blake forces the reader to agree that that condition does
exist—others have indeed been foolish—then immediately

negates any resulting self-complacency by indicting not only
the reader but himself—for we all have the potential of

being foolish—and causing the reader to wonder, in light of

the inclusive "we," to whom "others" actually refers: could
it yet be us?

In contrast, one proverb that utilizes the

if/then structure seems not to deny closure: "If the lion

was advised by the fox he would be cunning" (PI. 10), and
there are a number of these which, in expressing Blake's view
that one should remain true to one's own nature, do so with
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seemingly simple and and direct rhetoric.

However, in

opposing the "lion" and "fox" terms, one is led to speculate

as to the significance of each, particularly in light of
their both being predators: are their means that

significantly different?

Finally, one proverb, in inverting

the if/then sequence, emphasizes its action more than its

prerequisite: "No bird soars too high, if he soars with his
own wings" (Pi. 7).

The inversion here serves to underscore

the exuberance of the action, and although there is a
qualifier, it is anti-^traditional in its reference to one's
own nature rather than to conventional perceptions of

propriety.

Thus, again, traditional expectations, and hence,

closure, are confounded.

A rhetorical strategy that is employed by Blake
through a variety of means, i.e., syntactic structures, to a

seeming variety of ends is that of comparison.

Utilizing the

forms "More X than Y," "As X so Y," and parallelism, Blake
once again provides structural closure while thematic closure

is cut short by a mix of conventional and unconventional
■elements

■

The comparative structure "More X than Y" is seen
first in the proverb "The tygers of wrath are wiser than the
horses of instruction" (PI. 9).

While both elements of the

syntactic structure are present, indeed, to the point of
antithetical corapleteness, the opposition of the terms
"tygers" and "horses," and Vwrath" and "instruction," with
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the subsequent valuing of the former in each case, prevents
closure by negating the conventional wisdom wherein the
tame—not to mention the useful—is far more to be desired

than the uncontrolled and passionate.

An even more

startling, and hence closure-destroying, comparison is found
in "Sooner

murder an infact in its cradle than nurse unacted

desires" (PI. 10).

Here, the particularly odious first

element serves to jolt the reader into more acute attention
for the completion of Blake's comparison—for what can be
worse than the taking of innocent life?

Blake here

rhetorically plays on a knowledge of the traditional morality
of his reader in order to emphasize what he perceives as
being the most ultimately destructive act—or nonact-
repression.

Blake employs the "As X so Y" structure in an

initially benign way in the proverb "As the air to a bird or

the sea to a fish, so is contempt to the contemptible" (Pl. 10).
Yet, after establishing the conventional expectation of
creatures being at home in their respective elements, he

turns to what he sees as a primary activity of the

conventional—judging, and thus holding those deemed as being
opposed to conventional morality in contempt—and turns that
activity into a strong type of self-condemnation.

The "As X

so Y" form can also reflect the above discussed strategies of

creating a conventional expectation and negating it in an
unsettling resolution: "As the caterpillar chooses the
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fairest leaves to lay his eggs on, so the priest lays his
curse on the fairest joys" (Pi. 9).

A variation of this

strategy may be seen in '^As the plow follows words, so God
reward prayers" (PI. 9)> where the doubtfulness of the
validity of the first element causes the reader to withhold
closure concerning-—and hence, acceptance of--the second.

In

all three, structural closure is apparent while negation
creates the tension of lacking thematic closure.

Even the seeming completeness of parallel structure
may be minimized by an unexpected selection of thematic
elements.

In "The bird a nest, the spider a web, man

friendship" (Pi. 8), the very positive associations of the
first and third elements are mitigated by the inclusion of
the second: thus, closure, is difficult to attain while one
vascillates between the comfortable aspects of home and

friendship, and their possibly confining qualities.

At the

same time, the inclusion of the spider might challenge the
reader's traditionally negative associations surrounding the

spider.

Either way, the parallel construction, by featuring

an ambiguous element, prevents closure.

The intrusion of a

subtly different parailel element is also evident in "The
apple tree never asks the beech how he shall grow nor the

lion, the horse; how he shall take his prey" (PI. 9).

Though

once again Blake's principle of being true to one's own

nature may be seen at work, he emphasizes that principle not
with the coupling of neutral or positive elements, but he
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pairs a traditional-sounding initial element with a final

element that has taken something of a sinister turn.

This

subtle change in rhetorical force of the elements prevents
closure by introducing a new factor for consideration:
suddenly the proverb is discussing not mere survival, but
survival at the cost of another: for

while both beech and

apple grow independently, only the lion takes prey; the horse
is an herbivore.

The unsettling introducton of a not

completely parallel element inhibits closure by preventing

the reader from completing the thinking by analogy required
by such constructions.

Blake utilizes complete parallelism in "The best wine
is the oldest, the best wine the newest" (PI. 9) and "Let man

wear the fell of a lion, woman the fleece of the sheep" (PI. 8),
seemingly unrelated uses of parallel structure that again
both can be seen as pointing to Blake's concern with people
knowing their own nature.

The first does so by linking two

well-accepted facts, which individually bring closure, but
when united in parallel structure, highlight the opposite

conditions required for each to be optimal.

Simiarly, the

second opposes the terms "man" and "woman," and "lion" and
"sheep," recommending a different covering based on different

gender, but delaying closure by prompting the reader to

wonder whether anything further is implied in the parallel.
Finally, Blake uses complete parallelism in "Prayers plow

not!

Praises reap not!"

(PI. 9).

Here, structural closure
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is attained, but conventional expectations are left
unfulfilled by the linking of traditionally respected
religious activity with nonproductivity.

Thus, Blake may be

seen using a number of different strategies within the

completion of parallel structure to inhibit closure on a
thematic level.

The syntactic sequence beginning "He who . . ." is a

classic proverbial construction: often the sayings of
fs

Confucius and the Tao Te Ching are phrased in that way,° and
the form is such that it appears to be particular in the

specificity of the singular pronoun while being universal in
its general statement of a cause/effect pattern.

Once again,

within this construction, Blake may be seen creating

conventinal expectations and negating them through unexpected
resolutions.

For example, in "He who desires, but acts not,

breeds pestilence" (PI. 7), the first element, the

description of the actor, appears to be the conventionally
well-controlled, moderate person.

However, immediately after

creating that traditional portrait, Blake negates it, thereby

denying closure, by seeing the result of conventionally

applauded decorum as being negative.

The "He who . . ."

structure is used slightly differently in "He whose face

gives no light, shall never become a star" (Pl. f).

Closure

is deterred here not by a second element that negates the

first, but whose conclusion is an unexpected metaphor.

^See in Scarborough
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leaving the reader to question the referents of both
elements.

In "He who has suffered you to impose on him knows

you" (PI. 9)> the resolution is once again not so ra uch a

negation as an unexpected turn, returning the reader to the
first element of the proverb in an attempt to ascertain its
significance, here at the level of motivation.
Smith cites the device of antithesis as being a

characteristic often associated with the epigram, and,

because of its corresponding implication of "more or less

definite sequence of linguistic structures,"'^ contributing to

"especially strong closural effects."^ Blake again exploits
the closural quarity of the antithetical form while

frustrating reader expectation in his choice of thematic
elements.

This is particularly evident in "Prisons are built

with stones of Law, Brothels with bricks of Religon" (PI. 8).
The first element here is a hardly surprising metaphor while
the second shocks conventional sentiment in its being not

only metaphorical but thus accusatiye in terras of cause and

effect.

Thus, doubt is cast upon closure of the first

element, as the reader questions its validity also in terms

of responsibility: if religion necessitated the building of
brothels, is the law to be blamed for the need for prisons?
The use of antithesis to initially create a traditional

expectation subsequently confounded by a closure-revoking
Smith, p. 137 •

^Smith, p. 197.
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resolution may be seen in "The hours of folly are measured by

the clock, but of wisdom: no clock can measure" (PI. 7).
The first element evokes traditional injunctions against

frittering away one's time, but the curious antithesis of the
second does not fulfill the expectation of a contrastingly
efficient use of time, but rather calls into question the
typically restraining nature we attribute to the passage of

time, and the nonquantifiable nature of wisdom.

Thus, while

the syntactic sequence of the antithesis has been fulfilled,
the grounds of the antithesis has been curiously shifted,
inhibiting closure.

Elsewhere, while the logical grounds of the
antithetical elements are more consistent, Blake still defies
closure in his choice of those elements.

While both parts of

"The cistern contains; the fountain overflows" (PI. 8) are
logical and verifiable from the reader's experience, their

being linked together antithetically exploits the negative
connotations of cistern, and hence of its restrictive

function, particularly when contrasted with the freshness and
dynamic quality of the fountain.

Blake underscores the same

concept in a much more straightforward antithesis: "Damn

braces: Bless relaxes" (Pi. 8).

Similarly, antithesis is

used to contrast values in "The weak in courage is strong in

cunning" (PI. 9).

In the former proverb, closure is

forestalled by the untraditional condemnation of restraint
and celebration of its oppostie.

The latter proverb
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confounds closure In a way similar to the rich Ugly old maid,
Prudence: the cleverness implicit in "cunning" cannot be

valued because Blake has made it antithetical to courage in

such a way as to intimate that cunning is not the result of a
wise choice, but is born of some graver defect.

This use of

structurally complete antithesis to contrast values is also
evident in

The rat, the mouse, the fox, the rabbit:

watch the roots.
The lion, the tyger, the horse, the elephant,
watch the fruits.

(PI. 8)

where completion of a reader's response is prevented from
attaining closure by the uniting of conventionally less

valued forms of animal life with that which is traditionally
held to be lasting, while the conventionally "higher" forms

are linked with transient productions.

Blake utilizes

antithesis in a different way in"The crow wish'd everything
was black, the owl, that everything was white" (Pi. 10).

Here, antithesis does not reveal inherent differences in
values, but a similar characteristic expressed in two ways.

However, closure is still prevented by traditional
associations with the termSj e.g., the owl and wisdom, black
and white, evil and good, and a suspension of the ultimate

meaning of the structurally complete form.

Thus, antithesis

may be seen functioning in a variety of ways, from Subtle
shifts in logic to complete balance, but always finally
denying conventional closure.
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Paradox differs from antithesis in its more clearly

contradictory elements, but Blake uses this device to the
same rhetorical end: the frustration of closure and the

consequential questioning of conventional perception.

This

underlying rhetorical aim, in fact, may be expressed in the
proverb "A fool sees not the same tree that a wiseman sees"

(PI. 7), where in contradicting conventional logic on a purely
physical plane, Blake directs the reader's attention to
issues involving qualities of perception.
the

inherent contradiction

It is the force of

that rivets the reader's awareness

on an assertion that Blake leaves undetermined, and thus
unclosed: how is the perceived tree different?
fool and the wise man different?

How are the

This nondeterminancy of

elements also prevents closure in the paradox "The fox

provides for himself, but God provides for the lion" (PI. 9).
Although closure may be attained in the first element—for
certainly the fox is conventionally known to be a predator—

that closure is negated in the resolution, where an even more
conventionally feared predator is presented as directly
benefitting from divine intervention.

Thus, the reader must

try to apprehend the differing significance Blake attributes

to the two animals.

The question of the significance with

which Blake endows his metaphors is evident in the paradox

"The fox condemns the trap, not himself" (PI. 8).

While the

"point" of the proverb—the recognition of responsibility—is

7M

apparent, the delegation of this lack to the fox specifically
prevents closure by prompting the reader to wonder what

"type" he signifies, and thus what-other qualities Blake may

attribute to him, particularly in light of the other proverbs
which mention him.

While Blake exploits the nondeterminancy of elements

in some paradoxical proverbs, he plays on conventional
associations of elements in others.

In "Shame is Prides

cloke" (PI. 7), the unexpected linkage of two seemingly
opposite attributes arouses suspicion in the reader's
traditionally sympathetic disposition toward the former.

Similarly, suspicion is aroused by "Folly is the cloke of

knavery" (PI. 7), where again, setf-willed motivation is
attributed to a seemingly benign--if unwise-~act.

Closure is

delayed in both of these proverbs by the union of two
traditionally separated attributes.

This occurs along the

same lines as the conventional expectation/unsettling
resolution rhetorical strategy, but is here highly telescoped
by the virtue of the equating of the elements.
Conventional associations of elements which are used

paradoxically provide for the closure-confounding of negated
expectation in a number of proverbs that deal with joy and

sorrow.

"Excess of sorrow laughs.

Excess of joy weeps" (PI. 3)

defies the reader's traditional polarization of the seemingly
opposite emotions and their expression, preventing the
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closural fulfillment of conventional expectations.

end is affected in "Joys laugh not!

A similar

Sorrows weep not!"

(PI. 9)

Here, however, the rhetorical force of the statement is
increased by its double use of final negation, exclamation

marks, and the fact that it is without the slightly
mitigating effect of the term "excess" in the earlier

proverb.

Paradox is used in a rather more complex way in

"Joys impregnate.

Sorrows bring forth" (PI. 8), for here the

opposite emotions are linked to action other than their most
obvious expression.

While the first element may fulfill

conventional expectation, placing it in oppositon to the
traditionally unwelcome emotion, now linked with a productive
action-^and an action traditionally thought to be the raison
d'etre for the first--frustrates resolutions, thereby denying
closure.

Finally, Blake utilizes paradox in injunctions that
contain conventional expectations and paradoxical
resolutions.

"Bring out number weight & measure in a year of

dearth" (PI. 7) advises a traditional action, thereby

creating a conventional expectation, but then negates the

assumptions behind that expectation by specifying that the
action take place at a time that is seemingly inappropriate.

By using this paradoxical rhetorical strategy, Blake prompts
the render to consider the implications of a generally

accepted action.

In "Listen to the fools reproach!

it is a
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kingly title" (PI. 9), the paradox may be simply apprehended
by the realization that because a fool is without

understanding, that which he rejects must be of some value.
However, closure is forestalled by the nature of the
injunction which directs the reader not to avoid the fool, as
is conventionally taught, but to actively learn from him.

Here, the determinants of the paradox in their lack of
clarity have prevented closure; and in still other uses of
the paradox, traditional values and their associations have
been negated.

The different uses of the paradox, however,

are united in their ultimate denial of closure and

traditional categories of thought.

The rhetorical strategy of a few of BlakeVs proverbs

depends not so much upon a certain syntactic sequence for its
creation and frustration of expectation as it does upon an

unexpected joining of cohcrete and abstract terms.

This

strategy often results in a sense of expansiveness, which,
because of its nonrestrictive nature, prevents traditional

closure.

Both "One thought fills an immensity" (PI. 8) and

"To create a little flower is the labor of ages" (PI. 9)
derive their rhetorical force from the linking of something

specific to an unrestricted concept.

"Vfhat is now proved was

once, only imagined" (PI. 8) expresses this unity between the
concrete and the abstract, their interdependence, even more

explicitly.

This unity may further be seen in nature where
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"The roaring of lions, the howling of wolves, the raging of
the stormy sea, and the destructive sword, are portions of

eternity too great for the eye of man" (PI. 8) and "When thou
seest an eagle, thou seest a portion of Genius.

Lift up thy

head!" (PI. 9) direct the reader to see the eternal in the

temporal.

It should be noted that the temporal includes the

traditionally negative elements of the former proverb, and,
as if to emphasize their traditionally unexpected link with

the immortal, Blake has colored the word "eternity" in red—
the only proverb where a single term is made to contrast with
its surrounding text.

Blake reiterates the validity of this

expansiveness in "Everything possible to be believed in an
image of truth" (PI. 8), a statement whose conjunction of
"everything" and "truth" prevents conventional closure that

relies upon distinction-making for the conferral of validity.
A small number of Blake's seventy proverbs seem not

to follow any of the above forms, yet even these deny
closure.

They are in the form of simple statements of

conventional wisdom: "Expect poison from the standing
water" (PI. 9), whose obviousness leads one to suspect

metaphoric significance, particularly after earlier
references to cistern and fountain; "All wholsome food is

caught without a net or trap" (PI. 7), whose literal sense,
modern vegetarianism notwithstanding, could have confounded
Blake's contemporaries; and "A dead body revenges not
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injuries" (PI. 7), again, a disturbingly obvious statement
that prevents closure by prompting the reader to conjecture
as to what Blake implies by making such a self-evident
statement.

Finally, the only syntactically incomplete,

thereby unsettling, statement may be thus providing its own
unique rhetorical force: "The eyes of fire, the nostrils of

air, the mouth of water, the beard of the earth" (PI. 9).
One can only wonder about the significance of metaphor

wrought of body and four basic elements, metaphor which
creates a strangely disjointed, though in some ways

predictably equationary, image without action, encompassing
all that makes up this world.

Within the proverb form, Blake has been seen to use a
number of constructions as vehicles for the rhetorical

strategy of preventing closure.

The dominant forms he uses

are traditional syntactic determinants, such as statements of
cause and effect, if/then sequences, comparisons and
antithesis.

These are unique in that they create added

tension by virtue of the fact that they fulfill audience
expection structurally while their thematic elements run
counter to conventional, closure-inducing assumptions.

Blake's other strategies, such as injunctions and statements

of fact, derive their rhetorical force primarily from their

unexpected thematic elements.

However, the mere fact that

Blake has chosen to use the proverb form—the traditional
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vehicle of conventional wisdom—itself creates an underlying

expectation of reiteration of the status quo, an expectation
which Blake has been seen to consistently subvert in a
variety of ways.

CHAPTER FOUR

THE RHETORIC OF THE PROVERB IN THE T^ TE CHING
Isolating the proverb form in the Tao Te Ching is a

very different process from dealing with the form in "The
Proverbs of Hell," for whereas Blake's proverbs are
individually presented as such, the proverbs of the Tao Te
Ching are often found within that "first great law evident
in the formation of Chinese proverbs,"' parallelism.
Parallelism, however, is not restricted to the couplet form

of the proverb, for often, in the Tao Te Ching, a passage is
comprised of a series of parallels, wherein the ultimate
statement takes the form of a concluding proverb.

Thus, in

contrast to the primarily independent proverbs of "The

Proverbs of Hell," the Tao Te Ching is made of eighty-one
distinct passages, in which its proverbs are stated and
exemplified, expanded, or explained.

However, while the

Taoist proverbs are found in a different setting from those

of Blake, they—and often the parallelism that may surround
them--work on much the same rhetorical principle: for while
the relative dominance of rhetorical strategies in the Tao

Te Ching differs from the mix found in "The Proverbs of

Hell," the techniques all point to one end: the frustration

^Scarborough, p. xi
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of closure, reflecting the reader's inability to ascertain
the meaning of the text through orthodox categories of

thought.

In denying closure through the arousal of

conventional expectation and its subsequent negation, the

proverbs of the Tao Te Ching rely primarily upon paradox,
but also utilize antithesis, cause/effect constructions,

if/then structures, "He who . . . " forms, and a few simple
statements with thematic elements that run counter to
conventional wisdom.
p

As was mentioned in Chapter Three,

paradox results

from the use of contradictory elements which, by virtue of
their juxtaposition, tend to arouse, then negate,
traditional expectations.

This use of contradictory

elements is the dominant device of the proverbs of the Tao

Te Ching, and they may be seen functioning in a variety of
forms: within parallelism, as concluding proverbs, in
creating a sense of expansiveness, and in stating
injunctions.

Paradox is used within parallelism, as in the

joining of two or more paradoxical statements, frequently in
the Tao Te Ching.

Often, the parallel elements are so vital

an amplification of the proverb's meaning that it is
difficult to separate the proverb from its context.

This is

particularly so in proverbs attempting to describe Tao, as
in

2p. 16.
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The Tao of heaven does not strive, and yet it
overcomes.

It does not speak, and yet it is answered.
It does not ask, yet it is supplied with all its
needs.

it seems at ease, and yet it follows a plan.
(LXXIII)

Here, the proverb would technically be considered as being

the first line, as it is the most general.

The rhetorical

effect is produced by the juxtaposition of the proverb's two

elements.

The first, not striving, arouses conventional

expectations of defeat resulting from lack of involvement.

The second element, overcoming, has the effect of negating,

in Iser's^ terms, the expectation created by the first, thus
preventing closure.

The ensuing lines work rhetorically in

much the same manner, thereby reinforcing, through their

specificity, the paradoxical nature of the first line.

This

paradoxical nature of Tao is alluded to at the very outset
of the work: "The Tao that can be told is not the eternal
Tao / The name that can be named is not the eternal name"

(I).

Once again, the first line may be seen as the proverb

of the section, and the second functions as a parallel to
reinforce the rhetorical force of the first.

In this

proverb, closure is again prevented by means of paradox,

here by the way the proverb reflects upon the work itself:
one expects form the first element—"The Tao that can be

told"—a positive resolution, for what is the objective of
the author who composed that first line, but a verbal

^Iser, p. 143.
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explanation of Tao?

Thus, the resolution—"is not the

eternal Tao"—negates those initial expectations and denies
closure, not only to that initial proverb, but to the

remainder of a work which, because of its very nature, can
never fully convey its meaning, according to its opening
statement.

Proverbs dealing with the nature of Tao vary from
simple paradoxical statements to expanded parallel passages.

The former type of construction may be seen in "The heavy is
the root of the light / The still is the master of unrest"

(XXVI) and "The Tao is an empty vessel / It is used, but
never filled" (IV).

Here, closure is inhibited by the

contraction of assumptions, such as those underlying "empty
vessel" and the unsettling resolution "can never be

filled."^ Proverbs that depend more upon parallel
amplification for their rhetorical force are represented by
the section

The bright path seems dim;
Going forward seems like a retreat;
The easy way seems hard;
The highest virtue seems empty . . .
The greatest form has no shape.
The Tao is hidden and

without name.

The Tao alone nourishes and brings everything to
fulfillment.

(XLI)
Perhaps even more unsettling is to find "used"

joined with "never drained" in VI: "Dimly visible, it seems
as if it were there / Yet use will never drain it."

This

also echoes an element of the following passage, XLI. The
determination of the Taoist authorEs] to prevent Tao from
being exclusively confined to one meaning may be evidenced
by this use of contradictory paradoxes.
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In this passage, the isolated proverb would be the last
line, in its formation of a precept by which one is enjoined
to live.

However^ apprehension of its meaning is based, in

part, upon the parallel passage that precedes it--and that

passage also helps to increase the rhetorical force of the
final proverb.

The nature of Tao is hinted at by how it

appears—dim, regressing, difficult, empty, shapeless,
nameless--all conventionally negative attributes.

The

association of such attributes with the resolution of the

proverb—nourishing and fulfilling—prohibits closure by

contradicting the effects traditionally associated with
negative qualities.

One is left to wonder why what is easy

seems hard , and so on, and how what is^ easy can lead to
fulfillment.

Two other proverbs, "The greatest virtue is to

follow Tao and Tao alone" (XXI) and "This [Tao] Since

ancient times has been known as the ultimate unity with

heaven" (LXVlll), work similarly in that they rely upon a
series of parallel paradoxes for their unsettling, closure-

denying rhetorical force.

Varying parallel strategies preceding paradoxical
proverbs may be seen in passages X and LI, both of which end
with the proverb
Bearing yet not possessing.

Working yet not claiming merit,
Leading yet not dominating.
This is Primal Virtue.

The proverb itself works by mentioning a series of

activities and negating the psychological attitudes
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conventionally associated with them.

Closure is prevented

not only be negation of traditional associations, but also
by the lack of any positively presented alternative
psychological state to be associated with those actions.

As

mentioned, this proverb occurs twice, once at the end of a
series of questions that associate an action with an

unexpected attitude, such as "Understanding and being open

to all things / Are you able to do nothing?" (X) and again
at the end of a series of the actions of Virtue:

Therefore all things arise from Tao.
By Virtue they are nourished.
Developed, cared for.
Sheltered, comforted.
Grown and protected.
(LI)- ■

While the same proverb in isolation from these two contexts

has the same rhetorical effect of preventing closure, when
read in conjunction with their preceding parallel elements,
it may be seen that the lack of closure has two different

thematic targets.

In the former, it causes the reader to

question how and why he/she specifically should have
unconventional attitudes associated

with his/her action.

Nonclosure in the latter negates the traditional expectation
of being positive, not on the basis of its all-

inclusiveness, but as a result of the refinement of

distinction-making—choosing what is Worthy of being
protected, and how that which opposes virtue shall not be
led, but be dominated.

A slight variation in the proverb

ending these two passages may be found in passage II;
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Bearing yet not possessing,

Working yet not claiming merit,
It is because it lays no claim to merit
That its merit never deserts it;

(II)

This proverb occurs at the end of a passage that consists of
parallels of distinctions which cannot exist without

perception of their opposites, such as: "Under heaven all
can see beauty as beauty only because there is ugliness. /
All can know good as good only because there is evil" (II);

They themselves confound closure in their ambiguity as to
whether the author is citing distinction-making as the basis

of conventional values and hence perception of them, or

whether the author is claiming that for anything to exist,
its opposite must also exist.

Further perusal of this

passage reveals that it also mentions the demeanor of the

follower of Tao: "Therefore the sage goes about doing

nothing, / teaching no-talking" (II).

Thus, passage II may

be seen as combining the thematic aims of passages X and LI,
for here, the unconventional attitudes associated with
actions of a person are seen as resulting from the non

distinction-making quality of virtue.
A proverb which functions as a conclusion to a

series of paradoxical parallels may be difficult to
distinguish from its preceding parallels, which also have
the rhetorical force of unclosed expectation/resolution
patterns, as seen above.

The concluding proverb in the

following lines inhibits closure by combining two qualities
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associated with lack of action—stillness and tranquility-

with a tenm traditionally assumed to require actions-~"set
things in order":

Great fulness seems empty,
Yet it cannot be exhausted . . .

Great straightness seems twisted.
Great intelligence seems awkward . . .

Stillness and tranquility set things in order in the
universe.

: (XLV)
Because of the inclusiveness of this statement, it functions

as a conclusion to its preceding parallel elements which,

although more specific, work along the same rhetorical lines
of creation of conventional expectation and its negation.

This same aim of the proverb working as an ultimate, i.e.,
more inclusive structure than its preceding parallels is
more difficult to apprehend in

That which Shrinks

Must first expand.
That which fails

Must first be strong . . .
The submissive and weak will overcome the hard and
; •strong:.;;. • ...

The Fish must not be allowed to leave the deep;

The instruments of power in a state must not be
revealed to anyone.
(XXXVI)

While the rhetorical strategy of the first two sections is
the once again paradoxical associations of given traits, it
seems difficult at first to see how they illuminate or are

even related to the final proverb.

However, D.C. Lau's
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commentary,^ equating a ruler losing power with a fish
leaving water, and seeing the revelation of the basis of
power as tantamount to losing it, may help to make the final
proverb rhetorically accessible by its untraditional precept
against the flaunting of power.

It is interesting to note,

moreover, that the paradoxes used in parallel series here
work on the idea that every quality must contain some aspect

of its opposite in order to exist, again confronting the
orthodox belief in perceiving values in terms of wholly
exclusive dichotomies.

Four proverbs work as paradoxical parallels in

describing the "sage"—the wise student who "hears of the

Tao and practices it diligently" (XLI).

Parallel paradox is

used in the proverb itself in
The sage stays behind, thus he is ahead.
He is detached, thus at one with all.
Through selfless action, he attains fulfillment.
(VII)

In this proverb, the conventional expectations created by
the first elements—behind, detached, selfless—are negated

by the paradoxical resolutions with which they are
associated.

The order of cause and effect are reversed in

the paradoxical conclusion:

Therefore the sage knows without having to stir.
Identifies without having to see.
Accomplishes ivithout having to act.
(XLVII)

Still, the pattern of closure prevented by negation of

^Lau, p. 95.
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expectation is similar to that in the preceding proverb.
Again, lack of closure through parallel paradox is evident

in "The more he [the sage] does for others, the more he has. /
The more he gives to others, the greater his abundance"

(LXXXI).

Closure is also prevented in describing a sage by

attributing to him a quality and denying its logical effect:
Therefore the sage is sharp but not cutting.
Pointed but not piercing.
Straightforward but not unrestrained,
Brilliant but not blinding.
(LVIII)

The rhetorical effect of this proverb comes from the

juxtaposition of a trait and the negation of the effect with
which it is associated, thus interrupting the reader's
conventional logical pattern of reasoning, thereby

inhibiting closure.

Finally, paradox is used in the proverb

completing a conventionally unattractive description of the
sage:

Tentative, as if fording a river in winter.
Hesitant, as if in fear of his neighbors . . .

Thick like the uncarved block;
Vacant like a valley . . .
It is because he is not full

That he can be worn yet newly made.

;

(XV)

As the paradoxical nature of the sage is underscored by the

parallel use of paradox in the preceding proverbs, here
again, an additive effect is apparent, now in the
increasingly conventionally negative description of the
sage.

In passage XV, the final proverb works
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paradoxically within itself, confounding closure by
associating "worn" and "newly made."

It disrupts

conventional expectations and also works to deny closure in
the total passage, since it attributes paradoxical power to
one described in anything but traditionally powerful terms.
Paradox is used in proverbs ending nonparallel

passages as well.

The effect of the concluding paradox

here, as in those ending parallel passages, is the denial of
closure through the juxtapostion of contradictory elements.
These paradoxical proverbs occur at the end of passages
describing Tao, as in

It nourishes the ten thousand things.
And yet is not their lord.

It has no aim; it is very small . . .
It does not show greatness.
And is therefore truly great.
(XXXIV)

The concluding proverb here echoes the paradoxical nature

of the passage that precedes it, which contradicts the
conventional wisdom that holds that which gives life to all-

the First Cause—as consequently holding dominion over them.
The final proverb negates conventional wisdom in attributing

greatness to Tao not because of what it does, but the way it
is.

This emphasis upon attitude rather than accomplishment

runs contrary to traditional ways of determining value, and
consequently inhibits closure born of satisfied conventional
expectation.

Another passage alludes to Tao through a
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description of the things that have arisen from it, and
their lasting effect due to their having been rooted in it.
This emphasizes its attribute of humility, and concludes
Hence the highest renown is without renown.
Not wishing to be one among many like jade
Nor

to

be

aloof like stone.

(XXXIX)

The first line of the proverb works paradoxically, as that
above does, creating expectation through the term "highest
renown" and negating it with the contrary "without renown."

The final two lines add to the paradoxical effect by
negating both of what might initially seem to be the only
two alternative ways of being: as one of many or aloof.

The

effect of denial of closure here is readily apparent: by
denying what seems to be two opposites and giving no clue as
to a third alternative, the formation of that other
possibility is left to the reader: hence, the text remains

unclosed.

Finally, the paradoxical proverb concluding the

passage

Returning is the motion of the Tao.
Yielding is the way of the Tao.
The ten thousand things are born of being.
Being is born of not being.
(XL)

prohibits closure by being a paradox in itself and returning

the reader to the beginning of the passage to reconsider
properties of the Tao: the beginning of all things.

Thus,

while prohibiting closure, the final paradox also causes the
reader to reread the passage, thereby imitating the movement
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described therein, and because of the finally cyclic way of
apprehending, coupled with the negated conclusion, closure
is never

attained.

Paradoxical proverbs also function occasionally as
the beginning of passages describing Tao: "Tao abides in
non-action, / yet pothing is left undone" (XXXVII).

This

proverb occurs at the beginning of a passage that describe
what would result if people would follow Tao.

It prohibits

closure by eliciting the conventional expectations

associated with nonaction, e.g., nonproductiveness, and
negates them with the contradictory resolution "nothing is

left undone."

Similarly, the proverb "Tao is that by which

the good man protects / And the bad man is protected" (LXII)
begins a passage that alludes to the manner in which one who
has discovered

how to abide in

Tao lives.

Closure here is

prevented by the way in which Tao embraces two terms

conventionally perceived as being mutually exclusive: "good"
and "bad."

A slight variation of this concept may be seen

in the proverb
What is a good man?
A teacher of a bad man.
What is a bad man?

A good man's charge.
(XXVII)

Conventional distinctions are here transcended through an

act of help rather than censure.

This inclusive nature of

Tao, which unlike traditional, orthodox ways of thinking.
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does not rely for its validity upon distinction-making and
discriminating aciton, is a recurring source of the denial
of closure in the Tao Te Ching ♦

Finally, paradox prevents closure in seven proverbs
which are in the form of injunctions.

Perhaps the strongest

of these is a series of three parallel injunctions which

negate conventional expectation not only through the
surprising nature of the injunction, but the seemingly

contradictory effect associated with the perusal of that
injunction:

:

Give up sainthood, renounce wisdom,
And it will be a hundred times better for everyone.

Give up kindness, reounce morality.
And all men will rediscover filial piety and love.

Give up ingenuity, renounce profit.
And bandits and thieves will disappear.
■ 'CIXX). ,

Like Blake's "Prisons are built with stones of law. Brothels

with bricks of Religion" (Pl. 9), closure here is precluded

by the unexpected cause/effect relationship implied, in
addition to the unconventional nature of the injunction

itself.

A similarly paradoxical and thus unconventional

cause/effect pattern Is found in the parallel injunction
Yield and overcome;
Bend and be straight;

Empty and be full;
Wear out and be new;
Have little and gain;
Have much ahd be confused.
.
■ -(XXll)-- ■
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The paradoxical injunction "Give up learning, and put an end
to your troubles" (XX) occurs at the beginning of a passage
describing Taoist perception of the results of learning
based upon categorization.

"Never take advantage of power"

(XXX) is the paradoxical conclusion to a discussion of how a
ruler follows Tao.

Both of these proverbs prohibit closure

by negating associations that are conventionally part of
their terms. "See simplicity in the complicated / Achieve

greatness is small things" (LXIII) are two proverbs in a
series of parallel injunctions that deny closure by virtue
of their conventionally contradictory terms.

Finally, two

injunctions are somewhat difficult to read outside of their
ampliflying passages, but viewing them within their context
increases the paradoxical force of both.

"Better hold fast

to the void" (V) has some paradoxical force by virtue of the

surprising connection it makes between the aggressive action
"hold fast" and the intangible "void."

It functions,

however, as the conclusion of a description of the "space
between heaven and earth" as being like a bellows, an entity
that is useful because of the void it contains.

By

referring to the equating of usefulness and emptiness, a
contradictory identification in a society where being

productive gives rise to tangible reward, a theme,
incidentally, used repeatedly in the Tao Te Ching, "void" in

the final proverb takes on a greater—if still paradoxical
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and thus unclosed—significance.

Similarly, "Know the male

/ But keep to the role of the female" (XXVIII) is
illuminated by its ensuing passage, which stresses that the
follower of Tao knows the contraries of Taoist action, but

actively chooses to "keep to" Taoist ways.

The concept here

might be seen as being akin to Blake's Higher Innocence, the

contrary of his Prudence courted by Incapacity (PI. 7), for
one sees Taoist action as resulting from informed choice

rather than from ignorance.

The paradoxical effect is

enhanced by this understanding, for "male" is used to
connote traditionally desirable characteristics while
"female" connotes the opposite: hence, closure is inhibited
as the reader sees the Tao Te Ching recommending a way of

life conventionally perceived as being inferior.

In addition to paradox in its many forms, antithesis
is also used as a rhetorical strategy in the Tao Te Ching to

frustrate closure. As pointed out in Chapter Three,^
antithesis, as used by Blake and the authors of the Tao Te

Ching, has an especially strong anti-closural effect.

While

the replicated structure implicit in antithesis is indeed

produced in both works, thereby creating structural closure,
the thematic elements tend to be of a highly anti-closural

nature.

The tension produced by the paradox of one type of

closure without the other prohibits traditional apprehension

^p. 70
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of meaning.

Antithesis is used in several proverbs describing
Tao and its effect.

In

When Tao is present in the universe,
The horses haul manure.

When Tao Is absent from the universe,
War horses are bred outside the city.
(XLVI)
the antithetical elements "horses haul manure" and "war

horses are bred" prevent closure by negating the

conventional expectations aroused by their preceding
elements; for if Tao is indeed the source of all things,

convention would associate it with great power.

Thus the

commonness of "haul manure" would be disturbing, just as the

breeding of war horses—a traditional symbol of power and
readiness--is surprising as a concomitant to the lack of

such a source.

This unexpected nature of Tao is reflected

in an antithetical proverb: "In the pursuit of learning,

every day something is acquired. / In pursuit of Tao, every
day something is dropped" (XVIII).

In this passage a slight

variation of the unconventional antithetical proverb occurs:

for rather than linking two thematically nonclosural lines,

the first provides both structural and thematic closing.
The effect of such complete closure in the first line is to

raise reader expectation of complete closure in the second.
When this does not occur, for the second surprisingly

associates the pursuit of the First Cause with loss, the
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lack of closure on the second line impels the reader to
reconsider the easily attained closure of the first line,

and in contrasting the antithetical terms "learning" and

"Tao," and acquiring and losing, the traditional valuing of
the former in each case is questioned.

Traditional values

are also questioned by unconventional associating of
contradictory terms In the concluding proverb "Therefore

profit comes form what is there; / Usefulness from what is
not there" (XI).

This works in a way similar to the

preceding proverb.

This questioning is also reflected in

the use of two thematically unclosed lines in a proverb
which initiates a series of antithetical lines "Truthful

words are not beautiful. / Beautiful words are not truthful"

(LXXXI).

A further proverb employing antithetical

structural closure while denying thematic closure in both
lines is "The hard and strong will fall. /The soft and weak

will overcome" (LXXVI), a concluding proverb that echoes an
oft-used paradox In the Tao Te Ching,
Antithesis also functions in proverbs recommending a
certain course of action or way of being that is held to

begin harmony with Taol The question of how a state should

be ruled occurs frequently as in
When the country is ruled with a light hand,
The people are simple.
When the,country is ruled with severity.
The people are cunning.
. (LVIII)
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and "To rule a state by cleverness is a detriment; / Not to
rule a state by cleverness is a boon" (LXV).

In both of

these proverbs, antithetical structure is closed while the

thematic elements—the denegrating of clever rule--negate
traditional expectations.

In the former, this effect is

enhanced by negation of conventional cause/effect
assumptions: for cunning is traditionally seen as an
exploitation of the lack of severity, and simplicity as the
result of careful control.

Antithesis wrought of a closed

initial line and unclosed second line, with the concomitant
questioning of the traditional value assigned the first, as
in passage XLVIII above, may be seen in "Knowing others is
wisdom; / Knowing the self is enlightenment" (XXXIII).

The

Taoist concept of knowledge is further expressed in the
antithesis "To know yet think one knows not is best; / Not
to know yet to think one knows leads to difficulty" (LXXI).
While the second line of this proverb produces thematic

closure, the first line, with its unconventional coupling of
knowledge and seeming unawareness, does not.

Antithesis is

used to further develop the contrast between those who are
in harmony with Tao and those who are not.

In "Ever

desireless, one can see the mystery / Ever desiring, one can

see the manifestations" (I), closure is precluded by the
logic-denying first line.

The second line of "A man of

Virtue performs his part / But a man without Virtue requires
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others to fulfill their obligations" (LXXIX) impedes closure

by preventing the conventional extrapolation of values from
oneself to others.

Finally, in

Keep your mouth shut,
Guard the senses,
And life is ever full . . .

Open your mouth,
Always be busy,
And life is beyond hope.
(LID

closure is inhibited by the confounding of conventional
expectation by the linking of "shut,F "guard," and their
resulting "full," and the contrary equating of the
traditional value of keeping busy with being "beyond hope."
In the Tao Te Ching, conventional expectations

associated with logical sequehces such as cause/effect

propositons are also negated with a consequential lack of
closure, as has been seen in a few of the proverbs above,
where cause/effect relationships worked within the framework
of other structures.

As with paradox and antithesis,

frustration of eause/effect sequence may be seen as
operating within other structural devices, such as

parallelism, the conclusion of a passage, an extended
sequence, and paradox.

Regardless of the form in which they

are found, the Tao Te Ching consistently defies traditional
patterns of cause and effect.

An interesting variation on traditional cause/effect
statements may be found in the parallel passage

TOO

Not, putting on a display,
They shine forth.
Not justifying themselves,.
They are distinguished.
Not boasting,
They receive recognition.
(XXII)
In this case the rhetorical force of the unexpected

conjoining of terms such as "not putting on a display" and
"shine forth" prohibits closure.

Further, in this, as in

several other passages, an action is negated—but no

alternative way is positively presented: thus, the reader
must create the implicit antithesis him/herself.

A similar

strategy of initial negation may be seen in the parallel
passage

Not exalting the gifted prevents quarrelling.
Not collecting treasures prevents stealing.
Not seeing desirable things prevents confusion of
the heart.

(Ill)

The rhetorical force of this proverb, however, is somewhat
different from that of the above, for not only are
unconventional causes and effects conjoined, but

conventionally valued actions--exalting the gifted,
collecting treasures—are implicitly deemed harmful, a

strategy similar to that seen in passage XIX.

The Taoist

concern with the running of the state is reflected in the
parallel cause/effect passage

Why are the people starving?
Becaues the rules eat up the money in taxes.
Therefore the people are starving.
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Why are the people rebellious?
Because the rules interfere too much.

Therefore they are rebellious.
(LXXV)

The theme here Reflects that of passage LVIII and LXV, but
the cause/effect sequence is underscored by the

questbn/answer/restatement of the question-as-result pattern
used in the parallelism of the proverb.

This strict

sequencing enhances the structural closure of the proverb
while highlighting more than ever the nonclosure of its

thematic elements by making conventionally accepted actions

of the state responsible for ill effects.

Finally,

parallelism of unconventional cause/effect is used in the
passage

Better stop short than fill to the brim.

Oversharpen the blade, and the edge will soon be
blunt.

Amass a store of gold and jade, and no one can
protect it.
(IX)

Closure in the above proverb is inhibited with the
increasing strength of parallels that ultimately end with a

conventionally accepted practice—amassing wealth—and
linking it to its possible negative consequence.

Thus, the

traditionally valued action is questioned, and closure is
denied.

The Tao Te Ching also contains proverbs that, in

functioning as the conclusions to passages, challenge
traditional cause/effect assumptions, thereby disallowing
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closure.

The theraatioally unconventional use of

cause/effect sequences helps to further present the Taoist
concepton of good government in
The best of all rules is a shadowy presence . . .

When his task is accomplished and his work is done
The people all say, "It happened to us naturally."
(XVII)

where the traditional expectations of a ruler as a highly

visible authority are negated by the conclusion that
connotes the harmony of the natural process, and in the
saying of the sage ruler:

I
I
I
I

take no actions and people are reformed.
enjoy peace and people become honest.
do nothing and people become rich.

have no desires and people return to the good and
simple life.
(LVII)

Closure is implied here by the conventionally negative
description of a ruler—traditionally held to be actively

powerful—and the conjoined positive results attributed to
such a ruler.

Cause and effect are also used in the proverb

"Approach the universe with Tao, / And evil willhave no
power" (LX) which strives to summarize, again, a passage
that deals with how the state should

be ruled.

In this

proverb, traditional cause/effect closure is prevented by
the thematic element "Tao"—which by now is seen as

nonaction, among other correlates—and the idea that Tao can
render a force powerless: the implicit contradiction
prohibits conventional apprehension of meaning.

Other
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concluding proverbs that derive their rhetorical effect from
plays on traditional perceptions of caues and effect include

"When the battle is joined / the underdog will win" (LXIX),
whose simple negation of conventional expectation is readily

apparent, and "No fight: No blame" (VIII), a seemingly
cryptic conclusion that actually points to preventing a
cause in order to prevent a possibly negative effect.
Finally, other concluding cause/effect proverbs are
unconventional in their linking of certain Taoist traits to
unexpected sources or results.

Surrender yourself humbly; then you can be trusted
to care for all things.

Love the world as yourself; then you can truly care
for all things.

(XIII)

unites unexpected qualities of humility and love with the
potentially powerful act of being able to "care for all
things."

Those who are good I treat as good.

Those who are not good I also treat as good.
In doing so I gain in goodness.
(XLIX)

functions as a parallel to a proverb where the terra

"goodness" is replaced by "faithfulness."

In this proverb,

conventional expectatons of judging and acting differently,
according to the distinctions made, are negated, thereby
prohibiting closure.

From mercy comes courage;
From economy comes generosity;

From humility comes leadership.

(LXVII)
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denies the resolution of traditional expectations by citing

conventionally apparently powerless attributes as being th
source of their conventionally stronger counterparts.

Finally, "When men lack a sense of awe, / there will be
disaster" (LXXII) confounds conventional expectations by
associating a seeming result of power-—lack of a sense of

awe--with a negative result.

Thus closure is prevented by

the reader being prompted to re-evaluate his/her perception
of power.

An intricate variation of cause/effect patterns used

in the Tao Te Ching is that of a sequence either emanating
from Tao or regressing towards it, in either a positive or

negative sense.

The rhetorical effect of these sequences

varries according to what type of sequential pattern is

used.

However, the common rhetorical denominator in all of

the patterns is the sense of expansiveness, of the
interconnectedness of all things, that is mirrored in the
structure of these sequential passages.

The first of these,

in passage XVI, utilizes a regressive sequence in expressing
the way in which one returns to Tao:

Empty yourself of everything.
Let the mind rest at peace . . .

Knowing constancy is insight . . .

Knowing constancy, the mind is open,
With an open mind, you will be openhearted.
Being openhearted, you will act royally.
Being royal, you will attain the divine.
Being divine, you will be at one with the Tao.
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Being at one v/ith the Tao is eternal.
And though the body dies, the Tao will never pass
away.

(XVI)

The lack of closure here may be attributed chiefly to the
first and last terms: for action towards an ultimate goal is

paradoxicially initiated by the conventionally negative
"Empty yourself," and the goal finally realized is not a
tangible entity, but eternity.
Tao is found

A similar regression back to

in:

Man follows the earth.

Earth follows heavne.
Heaven follows the Tao.
Tao follows what is natural.

(XXV)

This passage inhibits closure not only by the unconventional
intervention of "earth" between "man" and "heaven," but the

negation of conventional expectations of the source of all
things as following something that is awesome with the
anticlimatic "what is natural."

A progressive sequence,

wherein a ruler is seen to follow Tao, and the results of
such action are indicated, may be found in passage LIX.

Similarly, the progressive effect of cultivating virtue in
oneself to the ultimate result of there being virtue in the

universe is rendered in passage LIV.

Both of these

sequences prohibit closure, the former by linking good rule
vjith sparing action~~conventionally a sign of weakness"-and

the latter by extrapolating the action of an individual to a
cosmic effect.
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Sequence of cause and effect is also used to
demonstrate the results of the loss of Tao, as in

Therefore, when Tao is lost, there is goodness.
When goodness is lost, there is kindness.
When kindness is lost, there is justice.
When justice is lost, there is ritual.
(XXXVIII)

The very effective inhibition of closure here is a result of
the use of traditional values not as being good in

themselves, but as the incomplete manifestation of a higher,

more inclusive good.

This reordering of conventional values

in terms of a decaying hierarchy—and, incidentally, one

that becomes progressively more concrete and based upon
distinction~making--denies closure by compelling the reader
to reconsider the basis of those assumed correlates of

morality.

The traditionally unassailable quality of

morality itself, in fact, is explicitly negated in "When the
great Tao is forgotten, / Kindness and morality arise"

(XVIII), a proverb which is one of a sequence that also
includes such conventional values as devotion and loyalty.

In all of these cause/effect sequences, the traditional
notions of hierarchies and morality are challenged by the
construction of hierarchies which are themselves ultimately

negated by the all-inclusive, non-distinction-making Tao.

This ill ease with categorization is reflected in the
sequential proverb

Once the whole is divided, the parts need names.
There are already enough names.
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One must know when to stop.
Knowing when to stop averts trouble.
Tao in the world is like a river flowing home to
sea.

(XXXII)

where the final images reinforce the concept of the

nondiscriminating, all-nourishing Tao.

While structural

closure is relentlessly created by the pursual of all
effects to their First Cause, or vice versa, thematic
closure is defied by the negative use of terms of
conventional

morality.

The explicitly marked cause/effect form of "If X
then Y" is used in four of the proverbs of the Tao Te Ching,

in three different ways: in parallel, as a sequence, and as

the concluding proverb of an extended passage.

The if/then

form gives rise to structural closure while the thematic
elements of the Tao Te Ching prevent closure: the "if"
clause arouses expectations of a conventional "then" clause,

but those expectations are negated by unsettling
resolutions.

The parallel use of the if/then form may be

seen in "If the sage would guide, he must serve with

humility. / If he would lead them, he must follow behind"
(LXVI).

The traditional expectations of the meaning of the

terms "guide" and "lead" are negated in this proverb by

their conventionally contradictory resolutions, "serve wtih
humility" and "follow behind."

As seen in the discussion of

the sequential proverbs above, that extended form creates a
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strong rhetorical effect, as evident in "If you rejoice in
victory, then you delight in killing; / If you delight in

killing, you cannot fulfill yourself" (XXXI).

Here, while

the second line may actually provide thematic closure, its
link to the line before it, which is by no means a
fulfillment of the traditional perception of victory,

prohibits closure by the implicit conclusion of the
sequence: if you rejoice in victory, then you cannot fulfill

yourself.

Had the proverb been stated in this way, the

reader might have been more able to take exception to the

author's concept of fulfillment.

However, by extending it

by means of a negative element that functions first as an

expectation, then as a resolution, the reader is compelled
to incorporate the author's logic, ultimately arriving at an

unsettling conclusion.

The concluding if/then proverb "If

nothing is done / then all will be well" (III) denies

closure by echoing the unconventional theme of the Tao Te
Ching--wu wei , not doing--and linking it to a positive

outcome, contrary to conventional perception of "doing" as
an important aspect of rectifying.

This point is made in

its negated form in an if/then proverb that describes the
universe, and one's relation to it: "If you try to change

it, you will ruin it. / If you try to hold it, you will lose
it" (XXIX).

Here closure is denied by the linking of

conventionally valued action with negative effects.
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The "He who . . ." form which, as discussed in

Chapter Three,

has a strong rhetorical effect by virtue of

the tension between its stated specificity and its implied

universality, is used in a number of the proverbs of the Tao
Te Ching for many purposes: the description of positive ways
of being, how the nonvirtuous live, a comparison of the ways
of the virtuous and nonvirtuous, and as concluding proverbs
of passages dealing with the following of Tao.

In

describing how desired ends are achieved, "He who takes upon
himself the humiliation of the people / is fit to rule them"

(LXXVIII) and "Those who conquer must yield / Those who

conquer do so because they yield" (LXI) prevent closure by
confounding conventional expectations associated with the
terms "rule" and "conquer," terms traditionally connected
with dominance—not humility and yielding.

While this

reversal of values has now been seen to figure prominently

in the Tao Te Ching, other unsettling strategies may be seen
at work in the descriptions of the follower of Tao in the
proverbs:
He who knows how to live can

walk abroad

Without fear of rhinoceros or tiger.
He will not be wounded

in battle.

For in him rhinoceroses can find no place to thrust
their horn.
Tigers no place to use their claws,
And weapons no place to pierce . . .
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Because he has no place for death to enter.
(L>. .
and

.
■

He who is filled with virtue is like a newborn
child.' 

Wasps and serpents will not sting hitn;
Wild beasts will not pounce upon hirn . . .
This is perfect harmony.
:(Lv)

Closure in these proverbs is denied by the linking of

nonphysical terms with physical effects: and suddenly, Tao

goes beyond metaphysical discussion to the concrete world,
and bestows superhuman power.

Gonversely, the absence of

Tao is also represented in the "He who . . ." form, and
while the element of physicality here is ambiguous, closure
is denied nonetheless, as in "He who acts defeats his own

pur pose / He who grasps loses" (LXIV) and the proverb:
He who makes a show is not enlightened.

He Who is self-righteous is not respected.
He who boasts achieves nothing.

; (XXIV)

■

The latter parallels serve to underscore the Taoist concern
with humility, thereby negating the conventional value of

identifying a person with his/her achievement, whereas the
former denies, closure more through the Taoist strategy of

uniting conventional contraries.

Conventional values and

their equation with negative results are seen in the proverb
"He who is attached to things will suffer much / He who
saves will suffer heavy loss" (XLIV), where that
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identification prevents closure.

Thematically related, and

operating in a form rhetorically equivalent to the "He who.

construction, is the prbverb "One gains by losing / And

loses by gaining" (XLII), where the tightly antithetical
form increases the rhetorical tei^sion between the

contradictory terras.

Two concluding proverbs also use the

"He who . . ." form. "He who does not trust enough / Will

not be trusted" (XXIII), a proverb also found in the middle

of passage XVII, prevents closure by virtue of its
nonlinearity; rather than creating a conventionally linear

cause/effect sequence which may be seen in terms of

expectation/resolution patterns, the action of the first
element here results not in contradition, but in equivalent,
reflexive reaction.

The concluding proverb of passage LVI

works differently:
He who has achieved this state

Is unconcerned with, friends and enemies ,

With good and harm, with honour and disgrace.

■ '(LVD- ; ■
prevents closure by negation of traditional values based
upon the distinctions made.

Within the group of ten "He

who . . ." proverbs, a range- of rhetorical strategies for
confoudning closure is evident.

Of the eighty-one passages of the Tao Te Ching, and

their representative proverbs, seven are best considered
apart form the broader groupings above, although they share
the same rhetorical aim of denying closure through the
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negation of conventional assumptions.

Four of these deal

with the nature of the Tao, while three describe reactions
to it.

The closure-denying use of negative terms in

describing Tao is demonstrated in

Look, it cannot be seen—it is beyond form.
Listen, it cannot be heard--it is beyond sound.
Grasp, it cannot be held—it is intangible.
(XIV)
and

A description of the Tao
Seems without substance or flavor.

It cannot be seen, it cannot be heard,
And yet it cannot be exhausted.
(XXXV)

In both of these passages, Tao, by virtue of its being

couched in negations, remains undefinable, thus unclosed.

Tao is explicitly stated as being contrary to conventional
values in the contrasting proverb
The Tao of heaven is to take from those who have too

much and give to those who do not have enough.
Man's way is different.
He takes form those who do not have enough

to give to those who already have too much.
(LXXVII)

Further defiance of traditional values—here, those of the
time-honored head/heart dichotomy—is expressed in the

description of the follower of Tao: "Therefore the sage is

guided by what he feels and not by / what he sees" (XII).
In this proverb, closure is prevented by an emphasis upon
that which is conventionally discouraged—that which is
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labeled "impulsive" action—and a negation of the
traditioanlly well-regarded dependence upon "objective"

data.

Finally, the baffling relationship between the Tao

and its apprehension by people is explored in three
proverbs. "Teaching without words and work without doing /
Are understood by very few" (XIII) seems to provide closure

by fulfilling the reader's expectation that contradictory
actions are not understood, yet closure is still impeded by

the contradictory force of the terms in that first line
itself.

Although lack of understanding seems to follow in

that proverb, another proverb, which precedes a description
of the corruption of the times, states "The great way is

easy, but people prefer sidepaths" (LIII) and prohibits
closure by causing the rader to wonder why people do not
follow that which is easy and not corrupted.

Finally, the

same unclosed dilemma is reinforced by the antithetical
proverb

My words are very easy to understand and
very easy to put into practice.
Yet no one in the world can understand them
or put them into practice.

This passage is more directly compelling by virtue of its

challenge to the reader to consider his/her own implied
failure in this regard.

In pursuing the rhetorical;strategy of denying
closure born of fulfilled reader expectation, the primary
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technique used in the Tao Te Ching is paradox.

While

paradox usually derives its rhetorical force primarily from
contradictory elements, its effect in the Tao Te Ching is
augmented by the fact that it is usually found in

conjunction with parallelism, whose repetition adds to the
force of the creation and negation of conventional

expectation. A similar effect results form the extended
sequential passages, and antithesis, once again, functions
in establishing a sense of structural closure while denying
fulfillment of expectation on a thematic level, creating a
tension that underscores the unclosed nature of the text.

While there is less of a range of techniques used in the Tao

Ching than in the "Proverbs of Hell," the same principle
of using a traditionally closed form, the proverb, in a way
that negates closure, may be seen at work.
Conclusion

Linking the "Proverbs of Hell" and the Tao Te Ching

together in a rhetorical study may seem odd for a number of

reasons. First, some of the precepts of one may seem to be
diametrically opposed to those of the other: certainly
"Exuberance is Beauty" (PI. 7) excites in the reader a
different emotional state from that of the injunciton "Empty

yourself of everything / Let the mind rest at peace" (XVI).
Second, the concepts they do have in common, such as views
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of the potential harm in knowledge, the dangers of

hierarchies and distinotion-raaking, seem to be opposed to
the type of study undertaken here: for part of the

rhetorical strategy of both works appears to be the
frustrating of traditionaliy analytical thinking as a means
of understanding, and hence the ultimate value both place on

living experiences in the world.

This reminds one of the

limitations both works point to concerning the process of
verbalizing their meanlng--an issue, incidentally, dealt

with again in opposite ways, as in the inclusive-because
negating "The Tao that can be told / Is not the true Tao"

(I) and the inclusive-beCause-all-enGom passing "Truth can
neyer be told so as to be understood and not believed" (PI. 10).

Thus, drav/ing conclusions about two seemingly disparate and
conclusion-defying works would seem inadvisable on the level
of interpretation.

Yet it is this very resistance both

works have to classification on an, interpretative level that

make them fascinating and surprisingly consistent on a

rhetori-cal\level.:
Perhaps the most revealing light in which to study
the "Proverbs of Hell" and the proverbs of the Tao Te Ching
has been that of its contrast to the rhetoric of the

traditional proverb.

As discussed in Chapter Two, the

traditional proverb provides the reader a type of maximal

closure by virtue of the expectation and resolubion patterns
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it employs on both structural and thematic levels: syntactic
patterns are fulfilled as, one would expect, and v;ith
thematic elements that are in harmony with the conventional

wisdom of the dominant Society.

AS has been seen, both the

Blakean and the Tabist proverbs often make use of traditional
syntactic sequences, thereby producing closure on a

structural level.

However, this fulfillment of one type of

closure only serves to Increase the tension produced by the
corresponding lack of thematic closure: a lack evidenced by
the consistent use of images, concepts, and values foreign-—

if not totally opposed-—to traditional value systems, from
the esoteric "nothingness" of Tao to Blake's shocking
"Sooner murder an infant in its cradle . . "

While the final emotional state of the reader, as

mentioned above, may vary in response to each work-"-and,
possibly, from proverb to proverb—it is significant that
the rhetorical strategy that both works employ in creating

those different states is, itself, constant.

In refusing to

grant closure born of fulfilling conventional reader
expectations, both the "Proverbs of Hell" and the proverbs
Of the Tao Te Ching force the reader to come to terms with

their neg ations in his/her o wn wa y.

Though the two works do

oecasionally hint at positive alternatives as to what this
way might be, the rhetorical force of their negation of
traditional grounds of ascertaining value, along with the
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expansive, contrary-embracing, non-distinction-making
alternative that they seem to point to, finally reinforces
the nonclosed nature of their statements, and ultimately,

the reader's responsibility for determining his/her own

meaning in the face of two mystical, and finally subversive,
texts.
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"Those achieving oneness shall proceed to twoness"
— Woody Allen
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